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The 'Breds get a
three-game
winning streak
and head to
Morehead State,
see page 18.

All-Campus Sing
was heavy laden
with superheroes
and recycling,
see page 68.

April 24, 2009

Check out thenews.org for
blog coverage of the Murray
State Wind Ensemble'strip to
D.C.' by Emily Wuchner.
Available through Wednesday.
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KaraMantooth, topright. performswith Alpha Omicron Pi sorority at All-Campus Sino Wednesday, Where election results were announced.
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The results for the
2009-2010 Student Government Association executive council members
are: Kara Mantooth, president; Jonathan Jones, vice
president; Abigail Kursave, secretary and Meagan Pember, treasurer.
Kara Mantooth, senior
from Owensboro. Ky. and
2008-2009 SGA president,
has been re-elected for
another term, defeating
Jonathan Burdon, junior
from Marion. Ky.
"My first reaction was
just excitement," Mantooth said. "I was really
excited to win and to continue the work I have been
doing for the students.''
All the candidates ran
smooth cam.paigns and did
amazing jobs of spreading
the word about the SGA
election. Mantooth said.
Mantooth campaigned
well, Burdon said, and he
was proud of the work he
accomplished for his campaign.
"Kara ran a good cam-

President Kara Mantooth
VIce President·Jonathan Jones
Secretary: Abigail Kursave
Treasurer: Meaoan Pember
RCA President: Samantha Plechoclnski
paign, and T congratulated
her," Burdon said. "I don't
think I could have done
anything better or different for my campaign. I will
go to sleep tonight knowing I did the best I could."
Burdon said he wants
Mantooth to have a great
year and he thanks all the
students who voted for
him.
Jonathan Jones, junior
from
Frankfort,
Ky.,
received more votes in the
election for SGA vice
president than his opponent Robin Phelps, junior
from Cape Girardeau, Mo.

"At first, I fel t relief,
blessed relief," Jones said.
"I felt like I did the best I
could, but Robin campaigned well and is pretty
tough competition."
The important thing
d uring campus elections
are the students going out
and voting, Jones said.
"I want to thank everyo ne who voted, not just for
me, but at all," Jones said.
"I hope this encourages
everyone to turn in an
applicatian for CAB. They
are due noon. Apr il 27, at
the SGA office."
Although running for

the same office, Jones and
Phelps have been friends
since they began their college careers, Phelps said.
She said she is happy and
excited Jones won the
election.
"I had a great experience 'campaigning and
working with Jonathan
(Burdon)," Phelps said.
"We had a diverse group
of students such as international and nontraditional students to volunteer in
helping with our campaign."
Abigail Kursave, freshman from Paducah, Ky.,
was elected SGA secretary
winning against opponents Peydon Harned,
sophomore from Paducah,
Ky. and Amy Houser.
junior from Paducah, Ky.
Meagan Pember, sophomore from Murray, originally ran against Kent Willet, sophomore from Newburgh, Ind. for SGA treasurer, but ended up running unopposed for the
position.
Ashlee Cobb can be
reached at ashlee.cobb@
murraystate.edu.

Murray State alumnus Michael Braesch died Friday
from complications associated with leukemia. He
would have been 28 years old today.
Braesch graduated
from Murray State in
December with an
undergraduate degree
in independent studies
and worked for the
housing department as
a security rover. He
was
planning on
returning in the fall as
a graduate student.
Sandy
Hornsby,
Braesch's supervisor
and friend, said he had
been hospitalized at
the Markey Cancer
Center in Lexington.
Photo courtesy of facebook.com
Ky., since he was diagnosed with acute Braesch, alumnus from Providence,
myelogenous Ky., died Friday In lextnoton, Ky.
leukemia in December.
"In November he got a nosebleed that wouldn't stop,"
she said. "A few days later be got another one and was
treated for an 'unknown blood disease.' After that I
drove him to Lexington where he was diagnosed."
Hornsby said Braesch's disposition never changed,
even after the diagnosis.
"He lost about SO pounds, the leukemia was taking
everything,'' she said. "But he kept making jokes like
there was nothing wrong."
Having worked with Braesch at the housing office,
Hornsby said he was the type of person who was
always there for her.
"He never complained, he never griped about anything you asked him to do and he would always pick up
a shift if someone couldn't do it," she said. "He was just
an amazing person."
Braesch was raised by his grandfather, Paul Heineman of Providence, Ky., who said plans have been made
to send his grandson's remains to North Dakota to be
placed next to those of his mother, Melany Braesch,
who died four years ago.
He is also survived by his grandmother Doris
Braesch and his father David Braesch.
Hornsby said she and her coworkers plan to plant a
tree before the end of the semester in front of White
College, where Braesch lived as an undergraduate. A
commemorative plaque will be placed at the base of the
ttee.
To make a financial contribution to this memorial
call the housing office at 809-2310.
Terry Burgess, assistant director of resident services,
created a Facebook group in Braesch's memorial called
"RIP Michael Braesch."
Weather permitting, a memorial will take place at 6
p.m. Tuesday on the steps of Lovett Auditorium.
Mia
Walters
can
be
reached
at
mia. walters@murraystate.edu.

Research team debuts Murray State's Mulberry
..

LautaCash
News Editor
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With the help of three Murray State students and a Murray
State professor, the University
can now add a new tree species,
Murray State's Mulberry, or
Morus murrayana, to its list of
accomplishments.
Dr. Dayle Saar, associate professor of biological sciences.
said she noticed the Mulberry
trees at the Hancock Biological
Station by Kentucky Lake were
physically different than those
found further north. She started
investigating in 2006.
Saar enlisted the help of
Stephanie Galla, senior from
Glen Ellyn, IlL, Paul Gradie, former student from Putnam,
Conn.• and Brittney Viers,' graduate student from Princeton,
Ind.

The team of
four worked
in the field
and on molecular work
th r ough
April 2007.
At that time,
nature took
=-=-"---=--"':-'=its
course
with
the
Galla
research they
senior
bad started.
April
Glen Ellyn, Ill. "In
2007 we had a freeze on Easter's
eve which wiped out what we
had been working on," Saar
said.
Because of that freeze, the
trees' blooms were altered and
what would have bloomed in
2008 started to bloom in 2007
following the freeze.
But these circumstances did
not stop the four from continu-

ing
their
resea r c h .
They restarted
the
research and
perseve r ed
on through
the summer
o£2008.
Saar credited
Paul
Viers
for
Gradie
doing most
alumnus
of the sumPutnam, Conn. mer
fieldwork.
She began work with the
investigation last May after Saar
approached her about coauthoring the presentation.
"Plants are always an interest
to me, Viers said. "And it's
always great to be involved in
the naming of new species
because it's pretty rare, especially in the Midwest."

Her
work
focused on
herbarium
specimens.
She also took
meas u rements of various aspects
of the tree,
like the fruit
she gathered.
.
V Iers
After
the
gra~uate student completion
Prmceton, Ind. of the project
and the discovery of the new
species, Viers said she was
thrilled.
"It was exciting because we
didn't know for sure if we could
categorize it as a new species,"
Viers said. "It was a huge feeling of accomplishment."
Galla agreed with Viers in
feeling very proud and accomplished of the fmal project and

all the work that went into it.
"I really feel as an undergrad
that it was a great experience to
work with Dr. Saar," Galla said.
Saar approached Galla and
asked her to assist with the
investigation. Saar credited her
with helping to write grants for
the funding of the project.
The project received money
from the Kentucky Academy of
Science and the Committee in
Institutional
Studies
and
Research.
Saar said it is important to
discover new species because of
all of the possibilities they contain.
"We want to l<now what's
there," Saar said. ..It's part of
conserving biodiversity. It
might be rare. It might be beneficial medically.''
Laura Cash can be reached at
laura.casb@murraystate.edu.

News Editor: Laura Cash
Phone: 809-4468
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Monday
•3 _p.iiiL

ceremony for
the Lana Gamer Porter and Dr.
Michael Porter Coffee Lounge
and Wireless Computer Lab;
Waterfield Library.
•1 p.m. Don Schlitz and Kaci BoUs
perform as part of Lovett Live
,{;ovett Auditorium: series; doors
open at 6 p.m... tickets are $15

•8 a.m. Murray State Horticulture
Department is selling plants;
Pullen .Farm Greenhouse Complex at 300 liickory Dr.: includes
annuals, perennials and tomatoes
•10 a.m. SK for Kenya hosted by
the Immanuel Lutheran Church
with the support of the MSU
Lutheran Student Fellowship;
race begins .at Pogue Library; register at Immanuel Lutheran
Church

•D
service;
Curia Cellter l.arae Ballroom
e6 WDo Newlpq House mass;' SL
Leo Catholic Church; 404 N. 12th
St.

• Re-vote for
senator
of
College
of
Business and
Public Affairs;
link provided
through RacerNet

~

Murray State PRSSA's
fashion show in the Curris Center
Latge Ballroom; free or bring a
canned good or monetary dona~
tion for The Red Cross
•8 p.m. Dinner at the Wesley
Foundation, $1
.
•7:30 p.m. Ministry Open To All
Bible study; 1606 Poplar St.; open
to the public

Photo courtesy of RaccrNet

Tuesday

Wednesday

...._ p.m. Informational .session about
Realities on Campus: Curris Center
Theater
•7:30 p.m. Tinseltown Tuesdays;
"Ghostbusters;" in Curris Center
ater, free

•8 a.m. Seriior Brea'kfast; Currll Cen-

Thursday

Coming Up
·Wednesday: Senior Breakfast 8 a.m. in
Curris Center Ballroom

Now Playjng

•7,... Sodal Work 313 class's discus-

Idents
ter Ballroom; lree for gradUattnS stu-,
on lbe death penalty; sponsored
and graduate students; tickets by the LOUlsvUle ActU
.are $5 for faculty and staff, reserva- •"H11 p.a 1f11 Wonhip; Baptist CamThe-'1 tions
are required
MiQiltry. !tee
•4 p.m. Aikido dub meeting; Carr

Tinseltown Tuesdays
Curris Center Theater

d(m

"Ghostbusters• April28

p1J8

Health Building room 230. open 10 the
public
•S p.m. SGA meeting; Curris Center
Barkley Room; open to public
•8 p.m. Ministry Open To All FeUow1 ship; 1606 Poplar St.

!

I

"Back to the Future,. May 5
Movies begin at 7:30 p.m. in the
Curris Center Theater. Admission
is free.

If you would like an event to
appear in the This Week section,
fill out a form in me Murray State
News office at lll Wilson HaU, fax
to 809-3175 or ~-mail information to
thenews@murrayState.edu.
Please submit events by noon on
Wl•dncsdays. W~ ~annot guarantee
all items received will be published.

Police Beat --~-----------......_~~~-Aprill6
9:40 a.m. Murray State Police
arrested Lisa Pugh, nonstudent
from Murray for theft by
unlawful taking more than
$300 and theft by unlawful taking of less than $300.
11:21 a.m. A caller reported a
suspicious male subject walking around the Public Safety
building. The subject was part
of the construction company
working in the building.
11:30 p.m. Murray State Police
issued a citation to Yu Lu,
international graduate student,
for disregarding a stop sign on
Chestnut Street. The subject
was also warned to have a driver's license in possession and
wear a seatbelt.

Aprill7
2:01 a.m. Murray State Police
arrested D'Marco Austin,
freshman from Kirkwood, Mo.
for driving under the influence
and driving with a suspended
driver's

license. An officer took a
report.
10:18 a.m. A caller reported a
car alarm sounding between
Richmond and Franklin colleges. The officer located the
vehicle. The vehicle was having a mechanical issue, so the
owner and officer diconnected
me battery and silenced the
alarm.
1:23 p.m. A caller from Regents
parking lot reported hitting a
vehicle while trying to back
out of a parking space. An offer
took ana accident report.

April IS
l:S8 a.m. A verbal warning was
given to a person driving into
the mall area.
3:16 a.m. A caller reported people throwing water balloons in
the Curris Center. A verbal
warning was given and the
people were told to pick up the
trash from the balloons. No
criminal charges were filed.
6:58 p.m. A caller complained
of loud music from a vehicle in

College Courts. The music
was turned off.

Aprill9
2:2S a.m. The Murray State
Police Department requested a
Murray State University officer to respond to a call of a
person with a rifle. The person
was sitting in a gray pickup
truck in the parking lot of the
400 building at The Chase
apartments. The person told
the officer he was moving the
rifle into the truck cab. An officer took a report.
6:01 a.m. An officer tried to
make contact with Lambda Chi
members to clean trash from a
church parking lot. No contact
was made.
6:05 a.m. An officer made contact with members of the
Alpha Tau Omega house to
clean the parking lot of a
Lutheran church.
9:38 p.m. A caller reported
money was taken by physical
force from a person walking
back from Huddle House on
April 18. The caUer would not

give any more information.
Follow-up was needed by the
department.

April20
12:23 p.m. A caller from the BUsiness

April20

Building reported a person in clown make
writing in the bathroom mirrors. No
damage was made to Murray
••""''"'" property.

1:23 a.m. A person reported
harassing text messages and
possible vandalism to a vehicle
in the Roy Stewart stadium
parking lot. An officer took a
criminal mischief report.
6:15 a.m. A callt:r from RSEC
reported locking keys in the
officials' room. Central Plant
was notified and opened the
door.
6:59p.m. White College's Residential Director reported a
suspicious group of people in
the college and wanted an officer to check and escort them
from the building. The officer
spoke with the members of the
group and all were signed in
properly.

April21

2:38 a.m. A caller from Hart
College reported a male had
walked into the caller's room
and left as soon as he entered.

The caller
thought the
door was locked.
6:46a.m. A caller from Water~
field Library reported obscene
writings on a wall. An officer
took a report.
1:14 p.m. A caller reported
assault in Wilson Hall. A
report was filed for assault of
the fourth degree. The Shldents were located by an officer but claimed they were
playing around. No assault
occurred.

under $300.
1:41 p.m. Murray Police Department requested assistance
from an officer to locate students. No contact was made
with-the students..
6:40p.m. Racer Patrol located
a Murray State parking decal
that was reported stolen. Murray State Police issued a citation to Christopher Young,
sophomore form Metropolis,
Ill., for receiving stolen prop·
erty less than $300.

April22

Motorist assists - 0
Racer escorts - 0
Arrests- 2 •

2:13 a.m. An officer spoke with
a student at the Lambda Chi
Alpha house. The student had
construction barrels in his possession. A report was taken for
receiving stolen property

Police Heat is compiled with
materials provided by Public
Safety. Not all dispatched calls
are listed.
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Opinion Editor: Jodi Keen
Phone: 809-5873

Our view

Gophish

.

Murray State should join C11T to protect students, faculty from scammers
your Nigerian great-aunt's niece's step-brother.
These types of deceitful e-mails have been
circulating ever since the Internet's implement, but while they've swayed some people,
others feel inundated and thus numb to warn·
ings such as this.
While it is easy to sit back and let such
warnings go unheeded, be mindful that sue·
cessful phishing scams can lead to identity
theft, a disaster that can haunt victims for
years.
Criminals can hook you into a scheme even
if you simply reply to their initial e-mail or
click on a link posted in the e-mail.
Often, you can scroll over (but not click on)
a link to see if the link that pops up to the side

The staff editorial is the majority opinion of
the editorial board of The Murray State News.

listen up, Murray State - you need to add
one more item to your to-do list.
Along with fmishing assignments, completing semester-ending paperwork and preparing for final exams, an e-mail culprit is on the
loose and playing tag with campus e-maiL
While not every Murray State account has
been targeted, some basic knowledge of successful phishing prevention can mean the difference between an annoyance and a fullblown problem.
Some scams are obvious and overused.
They claim you've won a lottery you never
entered. They say your account will be deleted if you don't reply. They ask you to help

matches what is printed in the e· mail. If there
is no match, you've got something phishy.
Murray State's Center for Teaching, learning and Technology help desk and Information Systems staff arc working diligently to
track down the sources of these fraudulent emails, which The News appreciates and
applauds.
Students, faculty and staff can also aid the
help desk and Information Systems by keeping an eye out for suspicious activity popping
up in their own e-mail accounts.
Some tips to avoid being lured into a phishing trap: ·
• Never e-mail sensitive information, such
as a Social Security number, credit card numbers, log-in names or passwords.

1

• Install some sort of virus-blocking soft·
ware on your computer. Programs and ser·
vices vary, so choose the one most compatible
for your personal or business computer.
• Always report suspicious activity, either
to the e-mail provider or lnternet service
provider, who may in turn be able to track
down the offenders and protect countless others in the process.
Murray State e-mail users can acquire more
information by visiting the consumer protection section of the Federal Trade Commission's Web site at ftc.gov/bcp.
To report phishing activity on Murray State
e-mail accounts, call Brian Purcell oflnforma·
tional Systems at 809-2385, the CTlT help
desk at 809-2535 or Public Safety at 809-2222.

what do you think•••
is your Murray State e-mail account safe?
"I don't think my account is safe. I had a
friend who had hers hacked into."
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Letters

Holocaust ad degrades survivors, mocks struggle

Sara Settler
Sara Settler Is a
senior from Northbrook, Ill.

April 21, 2009 may have
seemed normal for many stu·
dents. But for me, it was a day
remembering a horrific tragedy
for my ancestors more than 60
years ago: The Holocaust.
The only reason I bring up
such a sensitive topic is
because of an advertisement
posted in last week's issue of
The News. At the bottom of
page Sb, in a simple black-and·
white ad that looks like it was
written by a student, the adver·
tiser states a student needs help
with a research project. An ad
for research help isn't uncom·
mon for The News, but as I
kept reading, I soon found out
the truth behind the ad.
It poses the question, "Can
you provide, with proof, the
name of one person killed in a
gas chamber at Auschwitz?" My
first reaction was, I don't think
anyone can list an exact name
unless the person were a relative. Most people wouldn't
even know a relative had died
in the Holocaust unless there
were a survivor in the family.
That's when it hit me: The ad's
writer is trying to prove the
Holocaust never happened.
This shocked and appalled me.
How could someone even think
. about writing an ad like this?
Just off the top of my head, I
can think of many important

·the news
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071·3301
E·mail: thenews@murraystate.edu
Fax: 809·3175

thenews.or9

people from the Holocaust: Elie
Wiesel, Anne Frank or the three
survivors in my friend's family.
Is this ad suggesting these people are liars?
The ad asks the reader, "You
may have been told that it is
'morally wrong' to ask this
question. Do you think it is?
Tell me why."
Why, YES! I do think this is
morally wrong. Can you name
for me someone that has died in
the Civil War? How about
someone who died in some·
thing as recent as the war in
Darfur? People can look up
names for the Civil War, but for
the genocide in Darfur there
are no papers. Does this mean
the war in Darfur isn't happening? We have historians for a
REASON! They share these
facts with us and even provide
pictures!
There is no way one could
say these wars never happened
or aren't happening! So how
can someone even question the
Holocaust's validity? All the
pictures I have seen would be
enough for me to believe, as
well as the stories I heard in
Hebrew school. I've even heard
first-hand stories from Holo·
caust survivors who lost a family member.
I still remember one story:
Imagine being in a crowded

cattle car, not knowing where
you :ire and without food or
water for at least three days.
You're pushed out of the car
and formed into a straight line;
the only person you know is
your brother. You notice a
"doctor'' is looking over everyone. Some people go to the left,
while others go to the right.
You go to the left while your
brother is pointed right.
You soon realize your brother is nowhere to be found. You
look to the right and see a huge
pillar with smoke. That is how
my friend 's grandmother
learned she'd lost her brother
that day, all because he didn't
fit into Hitler's Aryan race. A
story like this is absolutely
heart-shattering, no matter
what you believe.
The end of the ad states, "If
you can find the one professor I
am looking for, I'll owe you a
beer. At the very least." This
too is appalling! I can't believe
the way of admitting defeat is
by giving the student a beer.
The writer of this ad can't
take back everything he or she
has done by giving a student a
beer. He or she can take back
everything said in the project's
Web site, codoh.com, and write
an apology to the people
angered by this. I'll be one of
the people looking for it!

the news editorial board
Mia Walters
Editor-in-Chief • 809·6877
Laura Cash
News Editor • 809·4468
Jodi Keen
Opinion Editor • 809·5873
Charlotte Kyle
Features Editor • 809-5871
Elizabeth Johnson
Sports Editor • 809·4481

EliJah Philllgs
Online tditor • 8 9·5877
Tiffany Stober
Advertising Manager • 809·4478
David Szemeredy
Production Manager • 809·5874
Misty Hays
Photography Editor • 809-5878
Joe HedQes
Adviser • 809·2998
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Alumna stresses value of JMC diversity
Dear Editor,
Two years ago, I earned a print journalism degree at Murray
State. What I didn•t expect was soon after. the "print" industry
would tum into the wired information industry it has become.
As old, respected papers are folding, declaring bankruptcy
and being sold, today's journalists arc finding a narrower job
market. Today's journalism students will find knowing how to
write concisely won't cut it. Students need to be well versed in
all methods of presenting news • in print, online, podcast and
video to not only get, but keep, a job.
As the managing editor of a small weekly newspaper on a
tight budget, l work with a reduced staff, meaning I have to be
able to do it all. Writing stories, taking photos, editing and paginating news pages are all daily tasks. Even in a small rural mar·
ket, where you would imagine newsprint to be the medium in
demand. we've found the need to have an online presence. Two
months ago, we launched a Web site that provides not only
weekly updated local content, but also national content that
updates several times a day to keep up with the 24-hour news
cycle. We're even starting to shoot short videos for the site and
experiment with social networking sites like Facebook and
Twitter.
I wish I could say Murray State's JMC program taught me
more about being a jack-of-all-media trades, but being a print
journalism student, I wasn't required to Jearn how to shoot
video or even take photos.
JMC taught me how to write clear stories in AP style, how to
ask good questions and to follow up on them. I learned how
government operates and the importance of public records,
and The Murray State News provided me with hands-on expe·
rience in newspaper layout and design. What I didn't learn was
how to present my information to not only readers but watch·
ers and listeners.
My advice to journalism students is to usc your electives
wisely. Choose courses that will keep you on the edge of technology. learn all you can about web design, graphic design,
photojournalism and shooting video. You never know what
skills you'll rely on daily as a journalist, and these days the
chances arc all of them.
- Jacqueline Jordan, Calhoun, Ky.

From the front
(from top left) Baseball cutout by Misty Hays/The News;AII·Campus Sing cutout by Misty Hays/The
News. Capitol Building courtesy of ysop.org; (sidebar from top) Call of Fame graphic by Misty
Hays/The News; Face Off graphic courtesy of blog.shapingyouth.org; Day in the life of picture by
Nate Brelsford/contributor; weather graphics by Kristen Miller/The News; weather information
courtesy weather.com
Tile Murray Statt News strives to be the Unlversltv communrt(.\ source lor Information. OUr 90<1lis to present that mfor·
mall on 1n a fall and unboasea manner and p!Ovlde a free and open forum for expression and debate.
TheMurr av State News isa deSIQndted public forum Student editorshave authonly to make all content decl~lons without
censorshiP 01 advance approval The paper offen a hand$ on learnmq envuonment for students lnteresle~ 1n journ~ll$fll. Tht>
campus prm should be free fromcMsorshlp and advarKe approval of copy and oh edotorsshould develop their editorial and
news polit ies
The ltlunav state News ~ preJ]¥ed and Pdoted by students and is an official pljbhcalion of Murrl'( Stat~ Unovmity. The
first copy rslree. Mdrllonal cop~es •re evadable for 25 cents at In Wilson Hall
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Will a12-hour cap sink _
Murray State?
YES
NO
Adds strain to
cash-strapped
students
Money seems to be the topic of
choice this year. The global economy is suffering and more people
are losing their jobs.
There is no doubt times are
tough and money is tight. Experts
are worried students will have a
harder time securing loans this
summer. Oh, and guess what.
everyone: Tuition is going up!
Is the tuition increase good for
students? Is it good for the price
of a candy bar to go up without
the quantity or quality increasing?
It is not good for the consumer;
that is for sure.
So how can it be good for us, as
students, £O continuously pay
~ore and more tuition for the
same quality of education we
were getting to begin with?
I understand Murray State has
bills to pay. but so do we as students.
1 could sit here and argue
against this increase all day but it
will not change the minds of the
regents.
They have to generate revenue
from somewhere, and why not
milk the students for it?
Let me just say this: I am a
regional student, meaning I am
not in-state or out-of-state. My
tuition is between these two. I am
honestly not at all angry about the
4 percent increase in tuition.
What angers me are the nearly
10 percenl increases in both room
and board, and meal plans.
I am stuck in these residential
colleges for all of my four years
here (unless l decide to ghost it or
pay full out-of-state tuition, neither of which is cost effective).
I have to ask, what extra features do l get in my little cubicle
for the 10 percent increase? Will I
gel an air conditioner that actually works? Will I get drawers that
do not fall apart every time I open
them?
Of course I won't. So why is the
cost of living in residential col·
leges going up?
The cost of meal plans is going
up as well. I do not understand
this either. Does Murray State not
make enough money from the
unused meal plans every semester?
What about the 40-cent Ramen
at Fast Track that costs 20 cents at
Wal-Mart? Will I get more money
per meal?

Better than
current state,
alternative

Sha ne Osborne
is a sophomore from
Mt. Vernon, Ill.

If this is the case, how much
more are the products going up in
quality service? I have a hard time
understanding how the University needs to raise additional revenue in this area.
The 12-hour cap is something
else that annoys me.
Why set it at 12 hours? Why not
16 (considering the 4-hour math
and 4·hour science classes needed
to graduate)? Students will pay
more for 12 hours next fall than
they paid for 19 hours this semester.
Do not forget the charge per
hour after 12 hours is $62.25 only
for in-state students. It is much
higher for regional and out-ofstate students.
l think Murray State should
consider implementing a tuition
rate that is locked in during a student's freshman year.
That would benefit students
more than paying more money for
the same things they are already
getLing.
I strongly believe other 'alternatives were not pursued. The easiest solution was to pass the costs
to the students.

, ,..

Bad economy - check.
State funding reduced - check.
State caps tuition increase at 4
percent - check.
It seems to be almost expected
for tuition to go up each year.
A problem emerged when the
Tuition Task Force proposed any
credit hours taken beyond 15 for
undergraduates should incur an
additional charge of 100 percent
of the normal hourly rate. This
means a student would have paid
approximately $750 extra for taking 18 hours in a semester.
As seen at the two student
tuition forums and the most
recent Board of Regents meeting,
students and professors alike felt
this proposal would not only
penalize students who take more
hours. but would also compro·
mise the quality of the education
students receive at Murray State.
Concerned participants spoke on
behalf of the Honors Program, the
music department and the preveterinary program.
The board considered those
opinions and passed a motion to
amend the proposal so students
would pay only 25 percent of the
normal hourly rate in excess of 12
credit hours.
"Wait," some of you may be
thinking. ''Isn't that worse?"
No.
The burden of compensating
for decreased state funding is

"t'HAIS ~. MY GRAJC)PA.
1'00< 40 .a.lRS ~ IE WAS
IN COl.LeGe. OF COOR.Se tE
HAP 1'0 WA.U< OP H1U.. 60TH
WA.YS 1'0 Gel 1'0 SCI«Xll..
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Katie Graves
is a senior from
Kevil, Ky.

decentralized to include a more
even spread of students, rather
than targeting a select few.
Although students will now be
paying approximately $63 per
credit hour over 12, it will actually be more financially beneficial
than the original proposaL Students, who originally would pay
$750 extra to take 18 hours, will
now pay less than $400 to take
that same amount of hours.
Yes, it stinks, as several students have voiced to me; however, it stinks less than the original
proposal. We must look at the fact
that increasing costs for postsecondary education are inevitable.
But with this amendment to the
proposal, most students are now
on an even playing field, instead
of a few students being more
responsible for making up the
budget deficit.
Certain students are still
unsure if this is an all-encompassing solution. For example, to
obtain a music education degree
at Murray State, students are
required to participate in several
musical ensembles per semester.
For some students, semesters can
be upward of 20 hours. All orientation course is also required of
all incoming freshmen; is it fair to
ask them to pay $63 for going over
12 hours when they actually have
no choice?
Although this budget plan may
not be everyone's ideal solution.
we should all consider last year's
situation during budget cuts. We
no longer have the rowing team
or the yearbook. More programs
could've been cut for the impending school year, but at present,
the University is doing all it can
to ensure we're exposed to an
enriching learning environment.
Everyone at Murray State
understands these are hard times.
We hear daily the economy is
wreaking havoc on millions of
pockets, but we chose to take the
step to obtain a college degree.
Students now need to appreciate
- even though it may not seem
like it now - that the proposal of
25 percent over 12 hours will be a
change that will enable Murray
State to continue its reputation as
a top-quality institution, briving
students top-quality opportunities.

The direction of a
new column
Have you ever had a
million things to say,
but when it became
your turn, you found
yourself with hardly
anything? Nothing to
share? Nothing even
rumbling randomly
through your mind?
Jodi Keen
Meet me in my current state.
Let me explain: I am
a person of many
diverse interests. l'm consistently
intrigued by love, art, philosophy, nature,
activism, religion and - especially - music.
I've observed those subjects popping up
frequently in my uninhibited writing, and
I foresee them surfacing in this column as
well.
I'd love to draw more attention to littleknown campus events, student causes
and local activities. I want to help students break out of the never-ending coma
western Kentucky seems to put everyone
in. There is culture here. entertainment
here, life- here. You don't have to go to
Nashville or Louisville or up the road to
Paducah to find livelihood - it's right here.
I could discuss the benefits of not staying here. ( spent last summer in Europe
and experienced a lifetime of firsts that
forever changed the way I use my eyes,
voice and heart. I could talk for days
about my trip in this very column - don't
be surprised to see that, either.
Or, when I'm really nostalgic and/or
pressed for ideas, I could appeal to my
fellow students' love of '90s music and
television shows by creating a kind of
hodge-podge of the pop culture we grew
up with: slap bracelets, grunge music and
a flannel craze straight out of Seattle,
"Saved By The Bell" and Pop-Up Video.
My column appears aimless. I know.
But is it so bad to lack direction right
now, when I feel pulled in one hundred
different directions, anyway? I imagine it
as something incredibly promising - it
can be anything l, or you, want it to be.
I imagine a world of better understanding, deeper compassion and heightened
adventurousness. I imagine our health,
futures and the environment as top priorities - not just halfheartedly, but actually,
truly cared about. I imagine relationships
not crumbling because of jealousy, open
and honest communication not being so
feared, and humans not being constantly
plagued by insecurity and feelings of
worthlessness. I hope to give readers
something to talk about not just over the
watercooler, but also the Jab room workspace, picnic blanket or dinnertable.
I tend to take myself too seriously, but
who wants to read a serious and straightline column every week? There's already
too much doomsday news dominating the
media. Why not bring back some color
and goodness and life to it? I can't
promise my column won't tackle heavyweights like politics, religion or civil
rights issues, academia or the economy,
money or war. The things weighing heavily on my heart change with the ebb and
flow of each day.
My current opinion column goal just is
to entertain. enlighten and inform. There
is only so much 1 can do and say with the
given opportunity. I'm not looking to convert the non-believer in whatever subject
or press my ideas on the general University public. I want to open conununication between thousands of beautifully different people, and I desire my column to
facilitate that.
For now, f'd like to extend to you, the
(hopefully faithful) News reader, the
opportunity to create open lines of communication with this section. Have grievances? Air them. Disagree witb us or me?
Take us/me to task. We- The News, the
University readership, the community cannot hear you if you do not speak up.
This opinion section is a blank slate
yearning for ideas to be expressed. So settle down with a pen or keyboard, pull on
your thinking cap and get crackin' .

"I am only one, but still I am one. I ~.an
not do everything, but still I can do something; and because I cannot do everything, I will not refuse to do something
that I can do." - Helen Keller
Jodi Keen can be reached at jodi.keen@
murraystate.edu.

Write to us
The Murray State News welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. Letters should be 300 words or less. Contributors should include phone numbers for
verificatron. Please include hometown. classification and title or relationship to the University. Commentaries should be limited to 600 words. The Murray State
News reserves the right to edit for style, length and content. All contributions should be turned in Wednesday of each week via e·mail or thenews.org.
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lliisby e-mails lure students

Ense.mble visits D.C.
, Megan Locke
Staff W riter

Amanda Crider
Staff writer
When opening your Webmail account,
you may st•e an e-mail from a Webmail support system. Clicking on it, you read your
account is about to expire and you need to
reply with your user name and password or
your account will be permanently deleted.
Although these e-mails might look like
they are from Murray State and sound legit·
imatc, this is just another Intl•rnet scam,
attempting to trick students info giving
away important personal information.
Called phishing scams, thcst• c-m<\ils, in
whatever furm they might take, nil ask for
student's e-mail passwords, as well as other
personal information.
Help desk specialist Richard Williams
said Murray State University has Sl'nt out
several e-mails, put announcements on RaeerNe! and included warnings in the Roundabout Murray newsletters warning students
of the false nature of these e-mails and the
dan~er of giving away personal information
over the Internet, but it i!'l up to the students
to recognize a scam and heed the warnings.
"The University will nt·ver send out an email asking for students' account information," Williams said. "Students mu~t be
smart and keep their information safe."
Kate Eckert, sophomore from Belleville,
Ill., said she was nearly taken in by the ruse.
"At first the e-mail seemed legit, like it
was from Murray and they were going to
delett: my e-mail, but before I responded to
it, I saw the notice on RacerNet," Eckert
said. "Now I'm really glad I didn't do that.

Professor
appointed
to board,
solicits
suggestions

April 24, 2009

'"You: bave won the

lott""

"If you dcm't respond within 41 hOU($.
your account Wltl be dosed'"

"Clk:k the Unk below to pin MCe1S to

your atCOUnt..

Courtesy of rnkrosoft.tom
'I'd hate to get a virus ur have my identity
stolt·n or something horrible like th:ll."
Junior Hannah Dingess. from Russell, Ky ..
said she duesn't che~k her Murray Stat~; e·
mail'account very often, so it would 11c easy
for her to ~onfuse a s<.·nm with a real c-mnil
from the University.
"When 1 check my webmail, I'm just very
cart:ful," Dingess said. "I take m}' time and
read s~owly so I don't make thc mistake of
uploading a \'irus or getting suckered into a
scam.''
Any questions abntlt potential phishing
scams or other questionable c-mails can be
dirc~tcd to the Help Desk at 809·2346.
Amanda Crider c1n be n,ach<.•d st am.:mda.crider@murmyst:lt<.'.cdu.

Robin Phelps
Staff Writer
Gov. Steve Bcshcar made
his appointments to Kentucky's buards ;tnd committees April 17 and one of
Murray State's nwn was
selected.
Brian Clardy, associate
professor of history, was
appointed last Friday to the
Center for
Renewable
Research and Environmental Stewan.lship Board to
serve a term expiring in
2011.
According to the Kentucky Revised Statutes article 154.20·400, tht.• center
is "created and nttacht•d to
the Governor's Office of
Energy Policy for adminis-

The Murray State University
Symphonic Wind Ensemble
will perform at the John F.
Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts Monday at 8 p.m.
as a part of Washington, D.C.'s
Band and Orchestra Festival.
The ensemble's participation
in this festival originated from
conductor and Director of
Bands and Orchestra, Dennis
Johnson's involvement with
the organization World Projects. Johnson said this particular festival is relatively new.
World Projects hosts many
other music festivals throughout the world, including Sydney and London, he said.
The Wind Ensemble is audi·
tion-only, and it is the most
~elective instrumental ensemble at the University.
This performance is the
ensemble's first at the Kennedy
Center. The ensemble plays
frequently at other renowned
institutions. and the ensemble
has previously appeared twice
at Carnegie Hall in New York,
Johnson said.
The ensemble leaves for the
nation's capitol Saturday. Juhnson said the performance and
practice are paramount for the
t:nsemble, but these commit·

trativc purposes.''
Th<.• purpose of the c~nter
is ttl cunsult, coordinate ser·
vices nnd provide technical
assistnnct• and staff support
to the bo;m.l of dire('tors,
according to the statute.
Clardy said his interest in
the center developed from
his involvement in Rcgcnsburg, Germany in the summer of2007.
After studying with Ted
Thiede, nssociate professor
of engineering and physics,
and his colleagues about
alternative sources for energy, Clardy said he transcended tht.• thought to the
United State's dependence
un fnrcign oil.
''We -can't be helJ hostage
to tht.• oil regimes," Clardy

ments still leave time for some
spring fun before leaving the
capitol April 28.
"We pu rposely tried to give
them a lot of free time, because
I know for a lot of them, this
will be their very first time to
Washington, D.C.," he said.
"There's so much to see and so
much historical significance."
The performance at the
Kennedy Center contains
many clements, including the
world premiere of"World Projects Fanfare," an original composition from junior music
education major Matt High·
tower from Guthrie, Ky.
The performance of ''Journey to the Center of the Earth"
by Peter Graham follows.
Guest conductor Stephen
Williams from Sydney, Australia leads the ensemble in this
piece.
Sonya Baker, associate pro·
fessor of voice and Assistant
Dean of the College of Humanities and Fine Arts. will accompany the ensemble for the per·
formance of "Two American
Gospel Songs," by Luigi
Zaninelli. The concert will finish with "Symphonic Dances
from West Side Story," by
Leonard Bernstein.
Johnson aedits the tremendous assistance of the University's administration for mak-

said. "I don't think we're
focusing as much on wind
and solar biomass as we
should, but that's changing."
Clardy said New York
Times columnist and avid
environmentalists
Tom
Friedman's work was also a
key component in his inrer·
est in the Center for Renewable Research and F.nvironmental Stewardship Board.
Clardy said he has several
goals as a mcmbt:r of the
board.
"I want to make sure that
as Kentucky gets involved
in promoting a green economy, that Murray State can
contribu te and have a
voice," Clardy said. "We
serve as an economic engine
for this region."

ing this trip a reality. He said
the performance gives the
Wind Ensemble a chance to
serve as ambassadors for the
University.
"I think the Wind Ensemble
has garnered a pretty good reputation throughout the world,
and so this is just another step
for us to let people know the
great things that are happening at Murray State," Johnson
said.
James-Kyle Damron is a flut\!
player in the Wind Ensemble.
He said the ensemble worked
hard to perfect these pieces
since August.
He said he looks forward to
playing "Symphonic Dances
from West Side Story," a piece
he calls "monumental,'' as well
as ''Journey to the Center of the
F.arth."
"It's a very, very exciting,
non-stop piece,'' he said. "I love
Wind Ensemble because of the
caliber of music that we play."
The
Wind
Ensemble
appeared on campus during the
Provost's
Concert,
held
Wednesday.
The concert served as a
warm-up for the actual concert
in Washington, D.C .. Johnson
said.
Megan Locke can be.• reachC'd

ar mcgan. Iockc.•@murraystatt•.
• edu.

According to the Kentucky statute's outlined
duties of the center, it shall
"Promote
partnerships
among the state's postsecondary' education institutions, private industry. and
nonprofit organizations to
actively pursue federal
research and development
resources that are dedicated
to renewable energy."
Clardy said the board's
relationship with universi·
ties is essential to students'
learning and advocacy of
green concepts.
"There is a necessity of
bringing green college
opportunities to the University," Clardy said.
Clardy said he has three
obligations to Murray State

which include research,
classroom tt•aching and scrvice.
"I sec myself as a member
of the board ... but I feel it's
my responsibility tn bring
ideas to the table that people bring to me," Clardy
said. "It's not enough to go
into the classroom everyday
and pontification," I have to
be the steward of applying
ideas to society."
T he board has not formal·
ly met yet, but Clardy said
he is open to ideas from stu·
dents, faculty and communi·
ty members.
Clardy can be reached at
809-6574.
Robin Phelps can be
reached at robinj.phelps@

murraystate.cdu.

VOTED MURRAY'S FAVORITE OIL CHANGE
THE PAST 5 YEARS.

RIDES TO CAMPUS
PICK UP I DELIVERY AVAILABLE
FREE ESTIMATES
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Remember!
Senate Chair applications
due Friday, 4/24 at noon.
Judicial Board due Tuesday,
4/28 at noon in SGA office
in the Curris Center.
Applications online at
www.msusga.com
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Lecturer addresses Earth Day
Jessica Perez
Staff writer
Guest speaker Jerome Ringo asked his audience, "What are you leaving for your grandchildren?"during his speech in Wrather Auditorium.
Murray State University welcomed Jerome
Ringo, president of the Apollo Alliance in
honor of Earth Day Wednesday to come and
speak to students, faculty and stnff about many
environmental issues the world is fadng.
The Apollo Alliance is an organization dedicated to reaching energy independence
through the creation of quality jobs in our
economy using clean, environmentally responsible energy.
Molly Runyon. junior from Rolla. Mo. and
student president of the Murray Environmental Student Society was one of the students
who helped make this event possible.
"We are just hoping to raise awareness about
the suffering economy and this has a lot to do
with why we chose to have this event held on
Earth Day, because Earth Day is a whole day
centered on making this world a better place,"
Runyon said.

Ringo's speech has raised awareness about
the suffering economy and environment we
are living in. He is worried about the current
lifestyles of young generations that will shape
our future.
"We face a challenge with your generation of
nature vs. Nintendo and we have to figure out
a way to connect young people back to nature,"
Ringo said.
Ringo said there are several ways to conserve energy. Changing light bulbs, driving
energy-efficient vehicles, turning your computers off at night or even unplugging your cell
phone chargers when not in use.
S~rah Heine, junior from Paducah, Ky.• said
she was very excited about attending this
speech when she heard Ringo was the guest
speaker.
·
ul came to this event because it's Earth Day
and I saw that he was speaking and I wanted to
hear the amazing ideas he had about how to
help save our environment," Heine said.
In the closing of the speech, the audience
members were asked to try to do only one
thing:
"Please try and take a step to change the
world in a positive way for the generations to

Survey for aparbnent
An e-mail and a link on RacerNet will send
students to a Murray State survey about the pos·
sibility of updated on-campus apartments.
Questions will include items suqh as accomodations. money .-nd location.
Answers submitted 'Will help a com,mitte
decide on further inves~ation into the construction of new on-campus apartments in place
of College Cow:t$

WKMS News wiDs awards

Photo courtesy of Apoll o.rom

Jerome Rinoo captivates an audience.
come," Ringo said.
Jessica Perez can be reached at jessica.
pcrcz@murraystatc.~. cdu.

Students for Life march, rally for cause
Megan Locke
Staff writer
The Murray State Students for life hosted a
March for life Saturday to
promote pro-life policies
in the community.
The second annual
March for Life was a continuation of the organization's many activities in
their second year on cam·
pus. The march is modeled after the National
March for Life, held annually in Washington, D.C.
Many community members, as well as people
from the region joined in
the march. A wide range
of individuals, from the
elderly. to college students. to young children
marched with a variety of
handcrafted signs. They
marched along 'state
Route 641 from the Roy
Stewart Stadium parking
lot to Movie Gallery, passing shopping centers,

.

restaurants and a slew of
weekend traffic. Many
students wore bright blue
Murray State Students for
Life T-shirts, and led the
procession with a large
banner and an American
flag.
Prior to the march. the
organization opened with
a prayer encouraging a
pro-life message, as well
as a quick discussion of
the Biblical Rachel. the
mother of Israel, who
"wept for her children" in
the book of Jeremiah.
Mary Reding. the organization's president and
junior from Howardstown, Ky., busily prepared items before the
march, by orgamzmg
sib'ns, buttons and bumper •
stickers available for the
participants.
She said about 60 people attended the march
last year and that she said
she hopes the march continues as an annual event

'" tore'Hours:

Mon.•Snt. 7-mn.Spm

,

as the group grows.
"This is an opportunity
for students and the community to be a witness for
unborn children and promote their worth with
their voices," she said.
Amanda Barr. the organization's public relations
officer and junior from
Owensboro, Ky .• held a
throughout
the
sign
march declaring, "A person is a person no matter
how small." This quote
comes from the Dr. Seuss
book "Horton Hears a
Who."
"I believe life is precious,"
Barr
said.
"Through Murray State
Students for Life, I am
hopefully able to educate
students about <fetus)
development. The heart
begins beating at 22 days
(after conception)."
Along with the march,
Barr said the organization
is planning several other
events for the future. She

Across campus

said they are starting a
new personhood campaign in partnership with
the American Life League.
"It' focuses on the development and life of a
child," she said. "We do
not want to scare the studt:nts. One thing we are
going to work on for next
year is things with
women. especially mothers on campus."
Besides the actual
march, Murray State Students for Life asked for
donations from the community to promote their
pro-life message.
Barr also said the organization brought several
items to help out a new
mother.
"She was a student,"
Barr said. "She was going
to have an abortion, but
decided against it. We
want to suppon the
women. We want to help
our classmates."
The group also polls

students on campus about
once a month, Barr said.
The students ask ques·
tions ahout the pro-life
stance, so that the organization can better understand students-' feelings
concerning the issue, she
said.
"It gives us a chance to
get out and see if anyone
has questions," Barr said.
"Even if they are prochoice, we still would like
to have a conversation
with them."
Th~ Murray State Students for Life meets Tuesdays at 5:30 p.m. in the
Curris Center.
Those wanting more
information about the
group or its message can
join the Murray State Students for Life group on
Faccbook or visit their
Web site: murraystatestudentsforlife.org.
Megan Locke can be
reached .1t meg.1n.lockc@
murraystate.cdu.
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WKMS News won 17 awards from the Ken•
tucky Associated Press for 2008.
Carrie Pond won fust place in Best Continuing Coverage. Best Hard News 2Jld Best Political
Coverage.
Chap Lampe won second place in BC$t Public
Affairs.
Todd Hatton won second place in Best tlse of
Sound.
Honorable mentions included Jacque Day.
Casey Northcutt ~d Angela Hatton.

Distinguished Hand
Nicole Hand, associate profeSSor of art, was
named the 2009 Distingui$hed Researcher.
The Murray State University Alumni Associa·
tion and the MSU Office of Sponsored Programs
presented Hand with 'the title.
As· part of bet honor, she will be given an
award of $1.000 and will participate In the 2009
Spring Commencement Ceremony.

SGA accepting appHcadons
The Student Government Association has
announced it is accepting applications for sever·
al open spots.
These include chair positions with the Campus Activities Board, the judicial board and senate chairs.
CAB chair position applications are• due by
noon April27. Interviews start at S p.m. April23.
Judicial board appliCations are due by noon
April 28. Interviews start at S p.m. April 29.
Senate chair appUcations are due by noon
today.

Corrediou
In the April 17 edition of The News. the article
entitled "Clndettlla ft.llds uew ~.· featuring Ashley Hay~ tbe statistics used were,her
career totals at the eo~uslon of the 2007-08
basketball season.
The News woUld Uke to correct those numbers including Hayes' final career totals including the 2008-69 season. The senior recorded
3873 minutes, 2007 poinbl, 9!S reboUnd$, 154
assists, 151 steals and 37 rdJow1dl in hu four
u a~bf'lbe
\lrOirlen's
basketball program.

..._,Slate
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UniVersity c~lebrates scholars
Brittany Andrews
Staff writer
This week marked a stressful and exciting
week for senior Spanish and English Literature
major Bridget Farrell.
Farrell participated in the department of
modern langua~es' Senior Colloquium as part
of Murray State's Scholars Week. She and the
five other students in MLA 400:Senior Seminar,
the culminating senior course for all language
majors, presented research topics to faculty.
students and visitors. Topics presented included French poetry, music and film and Spanish
liter.ature and cinema.
Farrell worked throughout the semester with
her project adviser Mica Howe. associate professor in the depnrtment of modern languagcss,
to perfect her research paper. Meg Brown. professor in the department of modern languages
instructs MLA 400.
"Scholars Week is a great thing," Brown said.
"Students need to be able to communicate
effectively. Writing skills and oral skills in
English and the target language are extremely
important.''
Scholars Week allows students to practice
communication skills. which arc important
regardless of what students choose to do after
graduation. Brown said.
.
Farrell's presentation, entitled, "A Psychoanalysis of Santa Teresa and Her Works"
applied Freudian and Lacanian psychoanalytic
identity formation theory to the 16th century
poet Santa Teresa de Jesus.
"The Senior Colloquium wraps up all the

hard work we've done in this class," Fnrrell
said. "We c;ln present our ideas and analys('S to
our professors."
Farrell understands the importance of scholarly activities like the Senior Colloquium.
"I realize if I'm going to do post-graduate
work or present at conferences in the future,
this is the kind of thing I need to practice," she
said.
Farrell was the first of six students to speak
and was relieved to finally present her
research. She noted the stress that comes with
presenting a culminating research project.
"It gave me an ulcer," Farell said.
According to the Undergraduate Research
and Scholarly Activities Web site, Scholars
Week, which grew out of other initiatives like
the College of Humanities and Fine Arts'
Spring Colloquium and the College of Science,
Engineering and Technology's Undergraduate
Research Symposium, is intended to showcase
students' scholarly and creative accomplishments.
Scholars Week hosted other events such as
the Sigma Chi poster competition, the presentation: "Women In Television News in China:
Presence, Story Assignment and Source Selections," art exhibitions and musical and dance
productions.
For studentfi like Farrell who plan to continue into post graduate academia, Scholars Week
provides a valuable experience in marketing
their ideas and practicing public speaking
skills.
Brittany Andrews can bt• reached at
brittany.andrcws@murraystate.cdu

Two students discuss presentations shown during Scholars Week.

Photos by Courtney Crain! The News

University President Randy Dunn speaks at the Scholars Week luncheon Wednesday.

Attendees of the Scholars Week luncheon serve themselves.
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Racers dominate
Team takes ftrst in home meet
Greg Waddell
Staff writer

Saturday was a record-breaking day for Murray
State.
Hosting its flrst meet since 2004, the track and field
team did not disappoint. They broke four school
records and captured first place in ll events, en route
to a resounding win in the Racer Invitational.
Head Coach Dereck Chavis said the team has made
• strides since the beginning of the season.
'Tm really pleased with the way that we're making
progress," Chavis said. "I think we put up some pret~
ty good marks and with our conference being a week
away I think as a team we're putting ourselves in a
position to do very well."
Becoming commonplace this season, senior Shameka Dial broke another one of her own school records
in the contest, notching a toss of 48'06.00"(14.78
meters) in the shot put to eclipse her old mark by
almost an entire foot.
Dial's day wasn't done though. as another school
record with a discus throw crashing down after
146'10" (45.75m). The previous record of 145'3", held
by Dawn Woodside, stood for almost two decades
after being set in 1990.
Dial was not the only field athlete breaking records
though, as senior Alicia Tempel picked up the new
school record in the pole vault, breaking her own
mark with a vault of ll'06.25" (351m). Tempel set the
previous mark of11'05.75" (3.5m) last week.
"They're both seniors and they've been great contributors to our program and they'll be missed when
lhey leave," Chavis said, "but as for how they performed this past weekend, this is basically just a testament to their hard work and everything they've put
in to put themselves in this position."
The track competition was much of the same, with
sophomore Katelyn
performance this
run at 9:44.84 to shatter the school
11 seconds. The record's previous
Murzynowski, set the mark in 1988.
The rest of the Racers were strong in the 3,000meter as well, capturing the next three spots to sweep
the top four. Freshmen runners Kayla Crusham took
second (10:52.05), Bridget Stichnot captured third
(U:l3.80) and }ami Kloenne came in fourth (11:1858) to
tound out the field for Murray State.
Another win came in the 800-Illeter dash as Taylor

Crawford took first with a time of 2:13.46, her best in
the event this season.
Other first place finishes for the Racers include the
4xl00 meter relay team, who fell just 38 seconds
short of the school record; sophomore Amber Mills,
who finished in 57.33 in the 400-meter dash, junior
Sydney Gholston in the 400-meter hurdles (1:08.58),
senior Olivia Joseph in the 100-meter dash (U.50),
sophomore Audris Williams in the 200-meter dash
(24.80) and freshman Bernith Charlestain in the triple
jump with a height of36'4.75" (11.09m).
Chavis said that the home meet hopefully will not
be the last.
"In order for us to be able to have the meet, our
facilities had to be updated," Chavis said, "so I'm
going to thank Mr. Ward for that, and everyone that
has contributed in order to make bis vision of Stewart
Stadium and Marshall Gates Track to be in the condition that it's in. Now that we have all the pieces of the
puzzle, it's going to be something that we intend to do
and continue to do, so hopefully it'll grow into an
even larger meet next year. I know that I had a lot of
positive feedback from coaches and athletes."
The team competes next in the National City Invitational in Bowling Green, Ky., Saturday.

Greg Waddell can be reached at gregory. waddell
@murraystate.edu.

Above: Freshman sprinter Martfka Clark positions herself In the
blocks for an event in the Racer Invitational Saturday.
Right Junior Brandy Williams heads down the home stretch for
an exchange in the 4x400m relay.
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'Breds back on track
Ricky Martin
Staff writer

Melissa OeYoung!The News

At the mound, junior right-handed pitcher Marc Harmon winds up In the 'Breds
13-7 victory over Memphis Tuesday.

Looking to win their third consecutive Ohio Valley Conference
series, the Murray State Thoroughbreds travel to Morehead State Uruversity this weekend for a threegame set with the Eagles.
Second-year Head Coach Jay Sorg
will look to get his Morehead State
(14-22) squad back into a rhythm
after falling to Cincinnati 10-5 on
Tuesday. Morehead State was in
front 4-1 after five innings but could
not hold on for the victory.
Junior shortstop Drew Lee is leading the Eagles offensively, hitting
.463 with 14 homeruns and 49 runs
batted-in 36 games.
Murray State (23-15, 5-5) is preparing to make the road trip to Morehead after a 13-7 victory over the
University of Memphis on Tuesday,
sweeping the season series from the
Tigers (17-23).
"I was proud of our guys:• Murray
State Head Coach Rob McDonald
said. "We came out ready to play,
we got good pitching from (Marc)
Harmon and then (Anthony) Stacy
and (Dan) Huff and that always
helps. Getting out to a big lead was
good for us, they closed the gap on
us. and then in the eighth we scored
a bunch to sort of put it out of reach.
I was really happy with the way our
guys competed."
The 'Breds were led offensively
by senior catcher Daniel Miller,
junior left fielder Elliot Frey and
freshman second baseman Jonathan
Craycraft, each of whom collected
two hits.
Memphis took an early lead in the

first inrung, but the 'Breds responded quickly, plating three runs of
their own in the bottom of the
inning thanks to junior catcher
Jason Laws' first home run of the
season. Laws served as the designated hitter for the 'Breds.
Murray State scored at least one
run in the flrst five innings on Tuesday. Junior right fielder Daniel Hill
hit his team-leading 11th home run
of the season in the bottom of the
third inning and Craycraft's school
record-tying two triples in the third
and fifth inning.
Junior first baseman Wes Cun~
ningham, who leads the team with a
.442 batting average, said his team's
hot start was key in the victory.
"Coming out and scoring in the
first five or six innings in a row
was great," Cunningham said. "We
always play well against Memphis
and each time we play them I feel
like they come after us more and
more because we have beat them
every game since I've been here. I
think they come at us harder and
harder each year. That last inning
was big too, heading in up only one
run and not giving them the chance
to get any momentum started was
huge."
Memphis rallied in the sixth and
seventh innings to bring the score
within one run. However the 'Breds
responded with five more runs in
the eighth inning to put the game
out of the Tigers' reach.
Junior right-hander Marc Harmon (2-1) picked up the victory
after allowing five runs on five hits
over 5 V3 innings. Dan Huff earned
the save after allowing one run on
three hits over two innings.

Last week, Daniel Calhoun was
named OVC Pitcher of the Week for
the third time this season. The
junior left-bander is 8-1 and holds
the OVC's best ERA at 1.77. Calhoun
has struck out 61 batters and walked
only six in 61 innings. He has
allowed one earned run or less in six
of his nine starts, including each of
his last three. Calhoun's eight wins
are one shy of a tie for the most
wins in the nation. AJ Morris of
Kansas State and Mike Leake of Arizona State each h,ave nine. Calhoun
also ranks seventh in the country in
walks allowed per nine innings
(0.89) and 13th in ERA.
"(Calhoun) has been outstanding," McDonald said. "Every time
he goes out there we feel like we
have a good chance to win because
he has given us a good chance to
win."
The 'Breds' series with Morehead
State will begin tomorrow with a
double header. First pitch of the
series opener is set for l2 p.m. local
time, followed by a game at 3 p.m.
The series finale will start at 12 p.m.
Sunday.
Coach McDonald said his team
are ready for Morehead this weekend.
"I know (Morehead State) is p laying pretty well," McDonald said.
"They are going to be like any other
OVC opponent and be very competitive. Every weekend is a war and
teams just have to play their best.
We feel like if we play our best then
we will have good results and if we
don't play our best we don't have
any right to expect good results."

Ricky Martin can be reached at
richard.martin@murraystate.edu.
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To times not forgotten

Women's Quarterfinal Round
Murray State def. Eastern Illinois 4-G

Sinoles:
No.1EIU tara HUdcw. MUR Anne~ K 2-1 (relhd)
No.2 MUR AnQell McGihet del. £II Hayley ttomlu9 6-2. 6-Z
No.3 MUR tassldy CUnltz vs. EIU Jull1111 Frey H. S.l (rethd)
1
No. • MUR Alexis Webb def. EIJ Shannon Brooks 6-1. 6-Z
No.5 MUR Lynsey ~ vs. EIU Annl8 ~ 6-3, Z.2 (rJtOd)
No. 6 MUR Lyndsay ottcao dlf. tiJ bY forftlt

Doubles:

Thank you.
No 1MUR ~ dtf E1U ttudr/ltombUrQ 8-3
Probably the best lead I have written
•
--..a-Ir..nM..:_NW.I.
over the past year. It's short, sweet and to 1 No.2 ~U ~vuut"'P 1 VS.IIJR ~rtwwuu 7"(rellred)
the point.
1 No. 3MUR CUnltzl8ochenek clef. EIU lty forfeit
: I've been writing for the Murray State
News for a year and a half now, but my
time has come to an end. For those of you
I have angered, sorry. For any mistakes

Women's Semt.flnal Round

made. I apologize for that as well. I have
enjoyed talking about college athletics. It's
a d ream come
true and I'm grateful for the opportunity.
Over the last
year and a half I
have learned a
great deal. I will
remember the stories and
the
te ams I was so
for tunate
to
MacAllister
cover. From the
Assistant
fKst time I sat in
Sports Editor
a football press
conference and Head Coach Matt Griffm
didn't agree with my question to the
record setting performance of Ashley
Hayes at Tennessee State; these are the
moments which make my career here all
worth while.
T he people who I have had the opportunity to work with and under also deserve

·

•

•

Murray State def. UT-Nartin 4-3
Singles:
No. 1MUR PennlnQton def. utM Mirtle Wlhl7-6. 7-5
No. 2 U1ll Sin l.elvy clef. McGihee 2-6. 6-4, 2-6
No. 3 MUR tunltz clef. Beltsa de Brito 3-6. 6-2. 6-3
No. 4 MUR Webb def. Jodie Ann Tiley
No. S.UTM Ernestine Koomhof def. Bochenek 6-3, 6-1
No. 6 UTM Alycll LeMef1e def. MUR ottosen tr-2. 7-6

Lauren Bell/The News

.3

Doubles:

Sophomore Alexis Webb returnsan opponent's serve In action at the ovc tournament action Saturday.

No.1UTM Wlhl/de Brito def.IU McGahee/PennlnQ
No. 2 MUR Ottosen/Webb def. UTIII.elvyfflleY 9-8
No. 3 MUR Boc:heneWCURitz def. unt KoornofAeMerle H

Women's r·lnal Round

recognition. Tommy Dillard of the Mu rray
Ledger and Times fi rst and foremost. He
hired me when I bad no experience and
just loved Racer athletics. He took a
chance on me and I am eternally grateful
For Alison Mugler who didn't know her
Assistant Editor until I showed up for the
first day of work. Her patience and ability
No. 1EKU Alexandra Slnlkova del. MUR
H •.6-1
to put up with my crap amazes me. I thank
No.
2
EKU
svetlana
Ptmenovl
V$.
MUR
Mc6lllee
6-4.
H (retired)
her and wish her well.
The writers who called me at all hours No. 3 EKU Myrlem Mhlrlt def... . Cunltz 6-3.6-2
of the night and day but also covered my No. 4 EKU Nldja 8arz vs. MUR Webb 6-0, 5--3 (retired)
back when I needed something to get 110.1 UU Anoulc Fue vs. MUR 8ochtnek 6-0, 2-1 (t'ethd)
done. For Joe and Orville, my actual
employers, who also helped me when No.6 £KU .lemma Evers clef. MUR Ottosen 6-2. 6-1
things went wrong.
. To people who read this newspaper, 1 IUUuut8S:
owe you the most. Without you all I would
have neither a job nor a purpose. I hope if No.1 EKU Sltniov.,....... clef. MUR ~ 9-7
•ZEKU Faurt/Evers def. MUR Ottosen/Webb 8-6
nothing else this ' year you were entertained.
No. 3 MUR
def. EKU MhlritJBirz
For those of you who didn't like my
opinions, they were just that, opinions.
Bob Knight said something about his critics which has always made me laugh and

Eastern Kentucky def. Murray State 4-G

SinQies:

Ptnn1nGtoR

Bochenelr/Cunltz

Men's Ouarterfl·nal Round

most of you are familiar with it.
I
• "When my.time on earth is gone, and my
activities here are passed, I want they bury
me upside down, and my critics can kiss
my ass!"
For those of you who liked my opinions,
I'm glad you enjoyed it. For the Sports
Information Directors I thank you for a No. 1MUR Ben Clos def. MOR
MIJovlpoviC 6-Z. 6-2
1
y_e~r of attempting to help me wit~ my No. 2 MUR Luke MUavfc def. p QrtQ Anderson H. 6'i
nd1culous requests and random questions. u.......
.a;d UAn ..._....,
You truly do more for university athletes ""· 3 MUR RenaiW DomOney "'"· ""'" ~~~~-, Bryan 6-0, v-.7
than many will ever know.
No. 4 MOR Jlson Wolfson der. IIUR Jose aer.do H. 6-3
• As for the coaches and players I was No.5 MOR Jerry SundQren clef. MUR JorQe Cletlno 5-7, 6-3. +1'
able to cover this last year, thanks again No.6 MUR .Mdfr Semensfn clef. MOR NlthM 8hln 6-3.1-6, 6-Z
for giving me something to write about.
College sports are the most pure sports on
the planet. They're performing at a high
level withou t payment. They stand in
.1 MOR ~ dlf. MUR Cloa/8erlrdo H
front of you representing the University,
No.2
MUR Mllltevld'Potnoney def. MOR
9-8
and attempt to put on a show. Several ath·
letes have pu t on an incredible perfor- No. 3 MUR Caetlho/SemenSift def. MOR Lovell Medc:alf/BIUnlt-6
mance this year and J give you credit
where it is due.
Nathan Williams, you gave an incredible
showing this year and showed people
what you can do with a healthy year. I
wish you well and hope you get a shot at
1
the next level. To the entire soccer team: I
was never a soccer fan before 1 watched
bow bard you played and your love for the
'sport.
Ashley Hayes, Amber and Paige Guffey:
all three of you were truly outstanding this
year. I will never forget the night Ashley
b roke the single game scoring record No. 1EKU Alex das lzquiento clef. MUR Clos 6-1. 6-1
against Tennessee State. The Lady Tiger No.2 EKU Mel ~ def. tiJR Mlcevlc H. 6-3
fans were ooohhhing and aaaahhing just as No. SMUR Domonty clef. EIW Cll1os Ylldenebro 6-2. H
(lluch as Racer fans.
No.4 EKU NIIIIIU$Sdneder clef. -lterlnlo H. 6-3
It has been a true privilege to work here
No.5
MUR Clltn cW. flU hnll Yenna6-2. H
and to write here. 1 appreciate everyone
who made this possible. To Elizabeth No. 6 EKU C. PQnS £scanllll clef. Mtlt stmensln 6-3. 5-Z
Johnson the new sports editor, I wish you
all the best. T he job isn't easy but the payoff is immense.
1EKU dis llquletdWpoM Eltlnllll def. fiiiR aOI/Beratdo H
And again, thank you.

Murray State def. Morehead State 4-2
Slnoles:

IJusln

L.•

I

Doubles:

Brm'Anderson

Men s semifiInaI Round

astern Kentucky def. Murray State.4-1

stnotes:

Doubles:

I

.

2U

Mlllcevk"JDaman clef. EKU SdnldlriV- 7-5

No.3 EKU Seoota/Yaldenellro clef. MUR ~
Tim MacAllister can be reached at
timothy.macallister@murraystate.edu.
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lauren Br:ll!The News

Freshman Jorge Caetano awaits a serve in Saturday's seminifinal match against EKU.

Racers close·
in OVC play:;
Elizabeth Jobnson
Sports Editor
The Murray State women's tennis team
fin ished the season with a 4-0 fall to Eastern Kentucky University in the final ruund
of the Ohio Valley Conference tournament
Saturday.
The Racers, who entered the tournament as the No. 3 seed, easily knocked off
No.6 Eastern Ulinois again this season in :1
4·0 shutout Friday.
"We knew we could beat Eastern Jllinois," senior Anne Pennington said. ''It
was just a matter of actually doing it. We
all stayed pumped and positive and got the
points."
Saturday morning, the Racers were in a
tough battle with No.2 UT-Martin. Murray State edged past the Skyhawks with a
4-3 win and the right to compete in the
championship match against the No. I seed
EKU.
"The win over Eastern Illinois really did
set us up for the tournament.'' Head Co;lch
Connie Keasling said. "It gave us the
momentum we needed going into t~c second round. Each match was a pivotal
match against UT-Martin. It was a match
where there were a lot of momentum
swings. and that makes it important to play
as a team."
After Murray State Jet the doubles point
slip, a rare occurrence for the team this
'
. the
season,
the Colonels, fueled wuh
momentum switch, dominated singles play
to sweep the match from the Murray Stnte
team.
"(Pennington and junior Angela McGnhee) is the duo you want in a tough dou·
bles situation," Keasling said. "They had
won eight straight OVC double matches
before losing to UT-Martin earlil•r in the
day. We were up 7-4, but CEKU) rallied
back for the win. We just didn't have

:: Eyecare Specialties
:·
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270-759-2500
• Laser vision surgery consultations
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• Most insurance accepted
• All types of contacts
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accept your insurance
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enough time or matches to turn thing!!
around for the team."
Ranked No. 8 in the preseason polls, the
Murray State men's tennis team had a huge
turnaround this se:1son, entering the OVG
tournament in the No.4 spot and falling l•
4 to No. I EKU in the semifinals.
"We lost four seniors last year and had
six new players coming in this season,'!
Head Coach Mel Purcell said. "No body
knew what type of team we had corni~
back. It's an honor to move up with no one
thinking we would play well, and we'll
have a good chance lO win it next year.
1be Racers had a strong start in Frida~s
matchup with No. 5 Morehead State University in the first round of the tournament, prevniling in a 4-2 victory.
"It was a good match with Morehead,•
Purcell said. "We had beat them earlier ill
the season. so our confidence was good
going into the match. Coming from behind
to win was big for us. It was good to get
past the first day. We saw great matches
from our big guy Ben Clos and Renaldo
Domoney in the singles action."
Saturday, Murray State, unable to make
up for a lost doubles point, dropped the
semifmal matc.:h to the Colonels.
"Losing the double point put a lot of
pressure on us to win four singles mate~
es," Purcell said. "_.That's what happens
win you lose that doubles point and youi
opponent only needs three singles w ins."
Purcell hopes the strong fmish in this
year's conference play will give the team a
strong foundation to build on next season.
"Overall, I'm proud of my guys."
Purcell said. "I look rorward to working
hard next year, going from No. 4 to No. 1 in
the OVC. We're going to work hard and
put forth our best efforts to do even better
next year. "
Elizabeth johnson l' an be reached at
clizabt.•tha.johnson@murraystate.edu.
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tGreg Waddell
ptaff writer
• After a season filll'd with manr top
nishcs and great performanct:~ in
,~rilling tournaments, the regular sealtOn has drawn to a close for huth tlw
Murray State men's and women's golf
teams.
After a combined six wins and 17
top five finishes. Murray State will
look for a strong showing in the Ohio
Valley Conference Tournaments in
he next couple days. The winners of
e tournaments will find themselves
ith an automatic bid to participate in
e NCAA golf tournaments
The men, who captun.•d live wins
~is season, return to the C(.l\lrsc Mony tu compete in Muscle Shoals, Ala..
t The Shoals Golf Course. hoping to
im the program's first OVC Chamionship since 1991. Junior Nick Ncw.oomb, who captured first in last }'Car's
'tournament, will try w repeat as a
medalist.
' Ml!n's Head Coach Eddie Hunt said
[his team has had an outstnnding sea·
.son and sh~1uld be ready to compete.
• "From the starr of the sl!ason till the
end I think ~e played n·ally, really
steady nil }'car," Hunt said. "I think
going into the tournament we played
P.lmo:;t all of tht.! OVC teams and real,; have got a really good record
~ainst most all the tc:1ms. So I c\ln·
.sfdcr us with an excellent opportunity
1 think if we play like we'rt• c.1pablc
of playing, we can win the t<~urn;~1ml.?nt. Thcrl''s a couple of other t~·ams
that have a shot ;.~!so, but we should be
in the hunt."
, Individually, lhe Racers havl' heen
<Successful too. Newcomb and sopho·
tl)lorc Cameron Carrico lead the way
'for Murray State with 14 top 20 finbhiCs between them. Newcomb is the
!Scoring leader, checking in with an
.average round of72.9, while Carrico is
~lose at 73.
I Although trailing in average, Carri·
~o stands alone in top 10 finishes,
~olding seven, including four in the
top five, and a low round of 63.
M

Outdoor

"l think all year Nick and Cameron
have been our one and two players
and deservedly so, and l think you've
got two different type of players."
Hunt said. "Cam,•ron is a little different rypc of player. Camcron is the
type of player that can really shoot
some low scores but then certain days
he gets off a little bit and has a high
score, where Nick is more steady as
far as hb scoring, he's pretty close
around par .all the time, but you need
both those type of players to win the
tournament. "
Hunt said the team has a little extra
incentive to win a championship.
"(Mitchell Moore) is the only player
we lose this year so it'd be good to go
out and get Mitchell an OVC championship."
On the women's side, things are just
as optimistic, as eight top five finishes
and a win in the New Wave Communi·
c:uions Classic highlight the season.
Juniors Joyce Trus, Megan McKinney and Andrea Downer lead the Rae·
ers with averages ofn.9, 7H.7 and 79.7,
respectively.
The women got a jump start on the
men as the OVC Tournament began
yesterday at Crooked Creek Golf
Course in London. Ky.
After the first round. the women
fmd themselves in first place with a
score of 312, four strokes ahead of second place Austin Peay. Joyce Trus is
the individual leader for the Racers,
tied for second place with a 76, four
over par.
All five Racers find themselves in
the top 11 as Bethany Yates is current·
ly in 7th place (+6, 78), while Morgan
Cross. Megan McKinney, and Andre
Downer arc tied for Uth at seven over
par (79).
The Racers will look to field their
first medalist since Nikki Orazine won
the award in subseqUl'Dt years during
2004 and 2005 seasons. Several Racers are also in the running for All·
ovc selection which was announced
late last night.
Greg W.1dddl c~m be reached at

gregory. waddell@murraystatc.edu.

Opportunities All Around

--------__,-
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Sophomore Cameron Carrico looks on after teeino off in a meet last year.

~

Soccer closes spring gantes
Ricky Martin
Staff writer
After an impressive sho\\ring in
their spring workouts, the Murray
State women's soccer team will
play their final game as part of their
spring exhibition schedule this
Sunday in St. Louis. The women
will square off against the Billikens
of St. louis University in both
teams' final spring event.
Head coach Beth Acrcman
described her team's workout dur·
ing this part of the offseason.
"The girls have hcen lifting three
times a week," Acre man ·said.
'They train four times a week and
we have been doing some agility

File Photo~

t

(Above) freshman midfielder Rachel Wrioht and (right) sophomoredefensive specialist Veronika Pribyslavska handle the ball during regular season games in the fall.
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work as well. Obviously, for us in
the spring, it is a great time to
increase peoples' physical abilities
as well as work on their individual
skills. W c were able to do this as
well as play five events."
The Racers' most recent spring
action was held at Cutchin Field
April lB. as they played host to their
alumni game.
At the Middle Tennessee State
University Spring Tournament
during the first weekend of April,
the women battled Bdmont University to a 0·0 tie, before dropping
the hosting Blue Raiders J-0 in the
second match on a goal by sophomore Rachel Wright.
HObviously for us we were lucky
enough to do quite well in the fall,"
Acreman said. "So for me it's just
kind of keeping the momentum
going. We arc a young group and
we will have only one senior next
year."
The Racers lone senior next Yl'ar.
Nicole Evans, will anchor a youth·
ful squad that will also be returning
OVC Dcfen.sive Player of the year,
junior, goal keeper Tara Isbell.
Both will be counted on heavilv to
carry the Racers.
•
"(Evans) has had a good showing
in the latter part of the spring,"
Acrcman said. "And our goal keeper 'l'nra ... has continued to do a
grl!at job in the goal for us. Wl'
have a Jot of young players that we
have seen start to blossom that are
trying to find themselves within the
team, and the results at MTSU and
Belmont were good ones and we
will just see how we do this weekend as we push towards the summer."
After Sunday's match against St.
Louis the Racers wi!J take a few
weeks off, before resuming their
summer program May 18.

Ricky Martin can be reached at
richard.martin@murray.starc.cdu.

Spring is in full swing, and ~utdoor
enthusiasts have a full plate of choices to
spend their warm days.
Turkey season opened last week, crap· •
pic arc spawning, Land Between the Lakd•
is bustling with activity and Kentucky and
Barkley lakes are living up to their repu.!.
tat ion of being premier bass fishing destl!,
nations. Murray State:
students arc fortunate·
to combine their academic careers with such·
an ttbundant naturals
surrounding.
'•
If you decided to hit•
the woods and field
this past weekend to
Steve
greet opening day oC:
Miller
spring turkey season,
Outdoor columnist chances arc your sue···
cess was hit-and-miss::
Conditions may have-'
made opening weekend tough for tlrc~
indiscriminate hunter, but those who did.
their homework -and had a strategy likely'
scored a gobbler at daybreak on Saturday.
There were numerous reports of uncooopcrative birds. Some wen: unresponsive
to calls and unfazed by decoys, but those
who did their scouting and approached'
opening weekend with ;\ solid pl;ln were
well-rewarded for their efforts, and
maybe that is the way it is supposed to be.
For the anglers, the fishing scene has
been what you would expect in the spring:
More and more crappie and bass arc
showing up in the warming shallows, bu(
the location of the big fish hinge on dail~
and even hourly changing conditions.
Anyone can catch their fair share of
bass this time of year. They may be small:
but the action can be fast. All it takes is·
some warm shallow water, a crankbait,•
rattletrap or spinnerbait and a bit of chunk
and reeling. Big numbers of bass have
been caught this way and there is always
the possibility of passing your lure in front
of a prized trophy class fish mixed in with
the masses.
If a big fish is your goal, you have to be
a bit more meticulous.• First, you need to
determine what stage of the spawn the
fish in your locale are in. Bass spawn in
waves and depending on the section of
lake you are fishing in, they can be on
spawning beds, stabring to move up or
recovering after the grueling process of
laying eggs. Your technique will have to
adjust accordingly.
Prespawn fish are waiting for optimal
conditions in close proximity to spawning
grounds. They are still on the prowl and
looking to stock up on meals before they
make their nest. look for deeper water
bordering hard bottom areas. Because
these fish are still willing to chase a lure,
spinnerbait, crankbait or jig can be present at a swift pace. These lures are the
best option for covering large areas of
water without sacrificing bites from big
females willing to hunt.
;•
Those ftsh that are on the nest already
have given up on chasing down meals ana
are strictly playing defense. Bedding fJSh'
are highly territorial when protectingo
their eggs, so a lure that mimics a threat iS·
the be's t selection. Lizards, sunfish imita:.:
tors or just big and bulky plastics that·
antagonize a bass's patience all
the bill·
for this task.
":
Post-spawn basg will be the most diffl:.
cult to catch. They arc exhausted and
weary after laying their eggs and not real·
ly in a mood to chase a meal or defen6·
their territory, but they still can be caugb~
with lures that draw reaction strikes. A
reaction strike occurs when a bass hits out·
of habit rather than hunger or defense.
Often jerkbaits, walk-the-dog topwaters!
and Carolina rigs arc too much for a bass,·
even a tired and impassive one. to ignore
most times.
The spring slate offers all kinds of out-.
door pursuits, whether it be hunting, fish.:'
ing or simply soaking up the spring weath!:'
er on a hike or bike ride; the outdoors callS
to the outdoor fanatics senses. You can
focus on targeting and refining your skills
for your favorite adventure or you can tcy
it all.
••
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Steve Miller can

be reached at

stc~·en.millcr@murraystatc.cdu.
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In his first season in the NBA, Bulls' rookie guard

Derrick Rose earns one of the leagues top honors
Associated Press
NORTHBROOK. Ill. - Like most
good point guards, Derrick Rose
rarely gives anything away. This
time, he couldn't resist.
After learning Wednesday he is
the NBA's Rookie of the Year, Rose
let a little secret slip: He wanted the
award. Badly.
"When I first came into the season, my biggest thing was to get this
award," Rose said. "I was telling you
all that I didn't care, but I did. You
really do want this award. There was
a lot of talent out there that I had to
go against."
Rose, who led his hometown Bulls
to the playoffs and restored hope to
a franchise in disarray, was the runaway pick.
"For Derrick to take the ball from
Day 1, to lead our basketball team, to
play at the level he played at is really, really significant and certainly
means that as we go forward here,
we've got the guy that we are going
to build around," general manager
fohn Paxson said.
Rose became the third Bulls player to win the award Wednesday,
joining Michael Jordan and Elton
Brand.
-:. He received lll frrst·place votes
a,nd 574 points from a national panel
of sports writers and broadcasters;
runner-up O.J. Mayo of the Memphis
Grizzlies received five fiist-placc
votes and 127 points.
Rose's selection was hardly a surprise, after the No. 1 overall draft
pick led all rookies with 63 assists
per game and was second in scoring
average at 16.8, and established himself as the franchise's first true cornerstone since Jordan.
"I think there are very few people
in the NBA who could do what he
did this year," teammate Joakim
Noah said.
..You tell me another No. 1 pick
who got to . the playoffs in their
hometown, especially in a big city
with so many distractions and so

many things going on. I mean, he's
all about one thing and that's winning basketball games. and that's
what 1 respect about him. ..
Tlie only other p layers who
received first-place votes were
Brook Lopez of the New Jersey Nets
and Russell Westbrook of the Oklahoma City Thunder with Eric Gordon of the Los Angeles Clippers
rounded out the top five.
A point guard from Chicago's
South Side, Rose used his strength,
blin ding quickness and uncanny
maturity help turn around a team
that went 33-49 last season.
Now, he's in elite company, joining past winners such as LeBron
James and Kevin Durant - not to
mention the guy whose statue sits
outside the United Center.
"You want to be in that category,"
Rose said.
Rose's approach, as much as his
talent, impressed his teammates and
coaches.
He's constantly taking pointers
from veteran guards Kirk Hinrich
and Lindsey Hunter, whom Paxson
called an "unsung hero" in Rose's
development.
"Not many guys can transfer it
from here to there that fast," Hunter
said, pointing from his head to the
court "But he's able to do that. I
think that's what's so unique about
him."
Rose was the Eastern Conference
Rookie of the Month in November
and December and again in March,
helping the Bulls go 41-41 and reach
the postseason for the fourth time in
five years.
In last Saturday's playoff opener
against Boston, Rose matched
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar's scoring
record for a debuting rookie with 36
points and 11 assists in a 105-103 overtime victory.
Rose added 10 points. seven assists
and six rebounds in a Game 2 loss.
He excelled from the start and
never slowed down, although he was
at times benched late in games.

to

That stopped after Paxson chatted
with coach Vinny Del Negro, but
whether he was playing in the closing moment:; or nut, Rose never
complained publicly.
"He plays both ends of the court,
which is refreshing to see," Lakcrs
star Kobe Bryant said. "A lot of
young players don't play both ends.
He works hard at it, defense as well."
Indiana coach Jim O'Brien even
compared him tv LeBron James.
"They're different positions, but
LeBron James has the same th ing it's hard to knock him off his driving
lane," O'Brien said. "And I think he's
improved h is outside shot. And I
think he knows the game."
From the moment he returned to
Chicago, Rose has fit with the Bulls.
Th ey won the draft lottery despite
1.7 percent odds and could have
picked Michael Beasley, . the high·
scoring forward from Kansas State.
Instead, they went with the guard
who grew up a few miles from the
United Center in the rough Englewood neighborhood.
They saw a dynamic floor leader, a
selfless player - a winner.
Rose led Simct)n Career Academy
to the state championship and Mcm·
phis to 38 wins and the NCAA title
game in his tone season. Now, he's
helping the Bulls turn things around
after what seemed like a solid plan
went awry.
Chicago won 49 games and swept
Miami before falling to Detroit in thl·
second round of the playoffs two
years ago, but any momentum the
Bulls had ground to a halt.
Failed contract
negotiations
involving Luol Deng and Ben Gordon along with Bryant trade rumors
set a bad tone last season, Coach
Scott Skiles was fired in December.
Interim coach Jim Boylan was gone
at the end of the season, and the
Bulls settled on Del Negro after
high-profile courtships with Mike
D'Antoni and Doug Collins.
Along the way. they sc.orcd
arguably their biggest victory in a

l'hut;' c uurtt''Y uf t'Vt•ryjOt• t run

Guard Derrick Rose Is the 2008·2009 NBARookie of the Year.
decade when they won the draft lottery.
With Rose running the show. the
Bulls believe their cornerstone is in
place for the next decade.
"I've got a lot of friends who urc
coaches,'' Hunter said. ''I'm like,
'Man. you guys don't know how
good he is.
"He doesn't e\'Cn understand what
he is yet... I sec him being that point
guard that is going to push Deron
Williams and Chris Paul to the
limit."

Rookie of the Year
Award
Kevin Durant 2007-o8
Brandon Roy: 2006-2007
Chris Paul: 2005-2006
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Each week, The News picks some of the top performances in
Racer athletics. To submit a player for consideration in Hot
Shots, contact Elizabeth Johnson at elizabetha.johnson
@murraystate.edu.

t

Top: Sophomore distance
runner Katelyn Jones .~
earned first place in the
3,000-meter run with a
time of 9 minutes 44.8-4 .•
seconds. Jones broke t~
school record for this
event, shattering the pre·
vious record by over ten .
seconds.

.

.....
'•
'I

'•

Middle: Junior mid-dis· ••
tance runner Taylor Cra.w·
ford took the No.1spot ,in
800-meter dash this
weekend at Murray
State's Racer Invitational.
Crawford's efforts put her
at the top In the Ohio Val·
ley Conference. as this Is
her best time for this •
event this season.
I

{'

..

: Above: For the first time in 'Breds history, junior left-handed pitcher Daniel Calhoun was named Ohio Valley Conference Pitcher of the Week for the third
• time in one season and received Pepsi Student-Athlete of the Week honors. In his 61 innings pitched, Calhoun has a record of 8·1on the season, striking
out 61 batters while walking six.

Bottom: Senior thrower· :
Shameka Dial broke her"
Individual record for the
shot put Saturday at the
Racer Invitational Dial ·-:
threw for 48'06.00", shat;•
tering her previous dis· ::
tance by almost a fool :'
She also broke the Racer'
record in the discus throw
with a toss of 14610.
Photo courte!'.y of Sports Information
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Farrow sets limit on hunger strike
Mia Farrow is so
determined
to
• embark on a potentially
dangerous
hunger strike, not
even her doctor can
talk her out of it.
Farrow's hunger
strike is a show of
solidarity with the
people of Darfur.
She was inspired to
Mia
,do it after the
Sudanese governFarrow
' ment expelled international aid agencies from the country
last month.
Farrow, 64, plans to begin fasting on
Monday, and she set a limit of 21 days or until her health worsens. Farrow, who
will drink water only, said she
approached her doctor for advice, asserting, "Please don't even try to talk me out
of this."
Farrow said her doctor will be on call.
In preparation, she is taking vitamins and
eating fruits and vegetables, and bad
gained nine pounds.
Joel auction benefits NYC music
•. A baby grand autographed by the Piano
Man will be sold to raise money for music
students in New York City.
The $60,000 Steinway will be auctioned for a program at Mount Carmel! aoly Rosary School in East Harlem.
Sjnger-songwriter Billy Joel will autograph it above the keyboard for the winning bidder.
Auction proceeds will provide funding
for music theory classes, ear training and
possibly individual lessons.
Bidding continues until May 6 at.charitybuzz.com.
Cheu,~oonvesannouncepregnancy

:
.
:
:

Julie Chen of
CBS' "The Early
Show" announced
Tuesday she and
her husband, Les
are
Moonves,
expecting their first
Chi.lci
Chen, 38, told
viewers her 'due
date is Oct. 4.
Chen, who also
Ch
hosts "Big Brother,"
e en
said she will not
take maternity leave from the CBS reality
show.
Moonves is CEO of CBS. The couple
married in 2004. He has three children
from a previous marriage.

Juli

Photos by Misty llay~rlw Nl'>v~

Sigma Phi Epsilon perform In the fraternity division with a 'Recycling' theme. tying Into Earth Day. Sig Ep placed first

Costumes, choreography shine at All-Campus Sing
Bee Feldhaus
Staff writer
A campus tradition went off without a hitch

1

on Wednesday when Sigma Alpha Iota hosted
the 51st annual AU-Campus Sing on the steps
of Lovett Auditorium.
This year, 23 groups participated, competing in four divisions: Residential colleges,
independents. sororities and fraternities.
Sigma Alpha Iota and Phi Mu Alpha, the
music frnternities, performed two special
numbers after the competition while the
judges added their scores.
.
Event chair Felicia Gammon, junior from
Hawesville, Ky., and co-chair Stephanie Jones,
junior from O'Fallon, Ill., presented the
awards. Cash prizes were awarded by the
Alumni Association, with $300 for first place,
$200 for second and $100 for third. The Office
of Student Affairs awarded winners with trophies.
The first place winners were Lee Clark College in the residential college division, the
internation;d students in the independent
division, Alpha Omicron Pi in the sorority
division and Sigma Phi Epsilon in the fratcrni·
ty division.
This year three new awards were given out.
Tht: best soloist award went to Black Student
Council, Lambda Chi Alpha took the award for
best costumes and Alpha Gamma Rho was

honored with best choreography.
Abbie Felber, sophomore from Brentwood,
Tenn .. performed with Lee Clark College.
This is the second year in a row Lee Clark
has won first place. This year posed a new
level of excitement for the group, Felber said.
Though this year was an exciting win for her
team, Felber said last year was more tense.
"We hadn't won, and we were working
toward that goal," Felber said. "There was a
lot more pressure to reach that the first time."
She said there were about 16 students
involved in their performance thcmed "Rags
to Riches."
Felber said she thinks their props and costumes really gave them the extra push to win
first place in the residential college division.
She said a lot of time and hard work went into
the design of the costumes and especially the
backdrop.
This year, because the event coincided with
Earth Day, SAl teamed up with the Murray
Environmental Student Society to place recycling bins next to every trash can. Emcee Paul
Radke encouraged students to recycle in
between performances.
Jones said her favorite part was the week
leading up to the festivities when she saw the
acts of each group come together after weeks
of hard work.
Bee Feldhaus can be reacl1cd at
rebecca.feldhaus@murraystate.edu.

Shots fired at 'Dog the Bounty Hunter'
,:: Police in Colorado said shots were
; fired at TV bounty hunter Duane "Dog"
: ~hapman and a bail bondsman when they
: :i;ied to arrest a man whose bail was
:·revoked on an attempted murder charge.
, :: Colorado Springs police Sgt. Roger
:~argason said the two were attempting to
·~e Hoang Nguyen, 35, into custody at an
:..,apartment complex Tuesday night when
Nguyen shot at them at least once with a
• habdgun and fled on a motorcycle. No
· liJuries were reported.
: · Police said Chapman apprehended
: Nguyen early Wednesday. He was due in
: CQurt Wednesday afternoon.
:: Chapman is best known for the TV
: re~ty series "Dog the Bounty Hunter" on
h b.e A&E network.

c::
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first lee Clark
Second: Springer-Franklin
Third: White

First: International Students
Second: Black Student Council
Third: Honors Program

s

LeDo to give free show iD Ohio
Jay Leno is planning a free "Come' dy Stimulus" show
"for people hurt by
layoffs in an Ohio
community that lost
~housands of DHL
~hipping jobs.
The
NBC
"Tonight"
show
host said he will
perform May 10 in
Jay
• Wilmington. about
Leno
30 miles southeast
of Dayton.
DHL Express announced last year it
planned to pull out of Wilmington Air
Park. meaning a loss of about 8,000 jobs.
Leno gave two free performances in
. Detroit earlier this month.

First: Alpha Omicron PI
Second: Alpha Gamma Delta
Third: Sigma Sigma Sigma

..

•GTohl welcomes second daughter
Foo Fighters frontman Dave Grohl and
' his wife, Jordyn, welcomed their second
• daughter on Aprill7.
. Grohl, 40, named Harper Willow after
• his great-uncle Harper Bonebrake. he
said.
Grohl and his wife also have a 3-yearold daughter, Violet. The couple married
in 2003.

..:·:....
........
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Sock and Buskin members recreate a scene from
'The Dark Knight' featuring the Joker.

Phi Mu Alpha shows off their jazz hands during their
performance at the end of All-campus Sing.

Q

...

First: Sigma Phi Epsilon
Second: Lambda Chi Alpha
Third: Alpha Gamma Rho

•,
•,
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Bolls, Schlitz to play Lovett show
Jess Nail

• SonQwriter Don Schlitz performs tonkjht at Lovett Live. Doors oj)en at 6.

Photm rour!('<,y of MySpact•

Kaci Bolls said she will performMurray-Inspired sonQs at Lovett.live.

Matt Parker. event coordinator of
l.iw, said Boll's performances in
the past have drawn many students and
community members.
"Don Schlitz is a renowned songwriter
in Nasbvlllc and has cut tracks for people
like Ketmy Rogers and Randy Travis,"
Parker said. "The two of them combined
will put on a great show and we. hope a
lot of people come and watch."
Bolls and Schlitz met three years ago
after he heard :1 :;ong of hers called "Long
Short Life," and the two becamt.• great
friends.
"We set up some writing appointments
and we hit it off and he became my mentor for all things musical," Bolls said. "He
taught me how to get through the business."
Bolls and Schlitz will each perform 30minutc sets and then come together at
the end and perform an additional 30minutc set.
Bolls said her performance on Friday
will be difti!rent than her usual concerts
in Nashville because she is choosing
songs specifically written about Murray.
''I was horn and raised in Murray, went
to Murray High S~.:hool and my mom still
lives there," Bolls said. "She is retired
from the Calloway school system and my
Lov~tt

Staff writer
Kad Bolls remembers performing in
her fourth gradt• play, rcct.'iving her high
school diploma from Murray High
School and competing in the Fair Queen
contest, all in Lovett Auditoriuni.
Bolls, country singer and songwriter
from Nashville. Tenn., is making an
appearan{·e on the Lovett stagt• once
again when she performs tonight.
Bolls is performing with Don Schlitz,
Grammy award winning songwriter
from Nashville, Tt•nn.
A<.:cording to a press release on Lovett
Live's Myspace page, Schlitz's first
recorded song, "The Gambler,'' won a
Grammy and was named Song of the
Year by the Country .Music Association
and the Academy of Country Music. His
songs have played major roles in the
careers of Kenny Rogers, Randy Travis,
The )udds, The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band,
Tanya Tucker, Mary Chapin Carpenter,
Alison Krauss and many otht•rs. His 50
top tens have included 24 no. I songs.
Bolls, n Murray native, has performed
for Lovett Live two years in a row and
seems to peak interest on campus and in
the community.

dad was a song leader at Glendalt.•
Church of Christ, so when I sing at Lovett
I tend to sing song~ that arc ttbout pt•ople
in Murray or inspired by Murray in some
way."
·
Two hundred scats will frame the st;lgl•
as concert·goers have a chann· lo sec WIU
hear the duo on a personal level.
•

Jess

Nail

can

be

reached

jessica.nall@murraystate.edu.

If you go ...
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·Kaci Bolls and Don Schlitz,·;
·Lovett 'Auditorium
·Today, 7 p.m., Doors open .at
6 p.m.
··
·Tickets cost $15, availabte
on ticketmaster.com or :at:
the Regional Special Events
Center Box Office
l'
'A

Summer movies offer viewers romantic options
Associated Press
LOS ANGELES (AP) - During
the summer. romantic movies·
comedic or otherwise· have usually
been just "he said. she said" counterprogramming to all the robots
and superheroes blasting the box
office. This season, what "he" said is
getting more screen time.
The focus in "Ghosts of Girlfriends Past" is on Matthew
McConaughey as a philandering
photographer who is visited by the
spirits of his past trysts, all the way
back to his first love (played by Jennifer Garner).
It
was
new ground
for
McConaughey, who democratically
tussled with Kate Hudson on screen
in "Fool's Gold" and "How to Lose a
Guy in 10 Days."
"Usually in romantic ,C.£me,_f!ie~
tl:ie girl has the guy by die leash,"
McConaughey said. "This story

isn't a battle of the sexes. It's not
about me and fennifer Garner going
back and forth, back and forth .
Something I've strived for is to find
comedy in not bdng the guy who
thinks he has everything figured
out, but being the guy who figures
out he doesn't."
Another comedy to look out for is
"Management." in which Stevt.•
Zahn plays an aimless motel manag·
er who falls so deeply for a tntvd·
ing corporate art saleswoman
played by Jennifer Anistun thai he
follows her around tht.• country
after their fling in the motel's laun·
dry room. Zahn said he thinks
"Mana~ement'' is more like 1989s
"Say Anything" than a typical mod·
ern romantic comedy.
"Most guys have pretense, und we
walk around thinking we're John
Travo lta in 'Saturday Night Fever,'"
Zahn said. "We're not. We're actually kind of idiots, but I felt this guy

was access ible and vulnerable but
also very honest and real. He says
exactly what is on his mind when he
says it. I'd never really read a character like that before."
Also taking an over-the-top shot
at love is Dennis Coovcrman (Paul
Ru'st) in "I love You, Beth Cooper,''
During his graduation speech, the
nl'rd}' valedictorian nervuusly pro·
feSH'S his love for the must popular
girl in school, Beth Cooper (Hayden
Pant•ttiere). Much to his surprise,
she shows up at his door later that
evening fur u crazy night out.
"The central mystery of this
movie is, 'Who is this person, Beth
Cooper?'" said Larry Doyle. writer
of the screenplay and 2007 ho(lk.
"Dennis learns she isn't who he
thought she was over the course of
the night," Doyle said. "I could have
presented her :IS a complete person
upfront, but then the oook and the
movie would've just been about a
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CRISPY TACOS
EVERY NIGHT 9 PM UNTIL CLOSE
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Are you a student?

~

I have a research project
I need help with.

~

The project is this. I need a few carefree (you m11st be carefree), independent
students to help me find one professor who will attempt to a n swer one question about a
specific historical issue. The question is: "Can you providl!. with prool~ the name of
one person killed in a gas chamber at Auschwitz'?"
·
Will you help me find a professor on your campus ·who will <tttcmpt. to nnsw~:r this
question '? Will you keep me advised of your progress? I can be rC<lChcd ut
hn~.~Jc.,:yJ '>W.ft~ yu lwo_.~_mn

I u nderstand that the question will be considered controversial by some academics
and students alike. You may be charged with "challenging authority." but it is not
illegal to ch allenge authority o n a u niversity campus in a free society. You may have
been told that it is "morally wrong" to ask tllis question. Do you think it is'! Tell me
why.
If you can lind the one protessor I am looking for. I'll owe you a beer. A t the very
least.

Bradley R. Smith. Founder
Committee for Ope n Debate on the Holocaust

..

r« «

Cft_t'

\\WW.codoh.com
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wild night out after l(raduation."
While the nerd and cheerleader
in "I Love You, Reth Cooper" only
have one night together, Joseph
Gordon-Levitt's movie has "500
Days of Summer."
In the offbeat time-bending
romantk comedy. Gordon-Levitt
plays a lovesick greeting card
writer named Tom who has a mon·
umental on-again, off-again relationship with hi~ boss' freeth inking
assistant
Summer
(Zooey
Deschancn over a year and a half.
"Most of what Hollywood pre·
scots as love is false," GordonLevitt said.
"It's pandering to an audience. It
basically tells the audience what
they want to hear instead of telling
them the truth. I'm proud of '500
Days of Summer' because I don't
think it does that. I think it's an bon·
est look at what 1t Is to be in love
and fall out of love."

Phllln rourtPsy of Allmoviephoto.com

Ma---~hey ptays a photOQrap~ In
this summer's "Ghosts of Girlfriends Past: . ;
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Music Review--------------- -

Chester French's debut offers eclectic mix
For months. I constantly heard
the name Chester French.
Their video aired on mtvU while
celebrity gossip sites buzzed about
the Harvard graduates making great
music. Lady Gaga loved them. Pharrellloved them - even Kanye loved
them.
I could not figure out where
members D.A. Wallach and Max
Drummey came from and how they
had gained such a media following.
They were not related to anyone
· famous, they had no part in any
major scandals, they did not have
their own television show and the
only public celebrity relationship
was Drummey's seven-month marriage to English socialite Peaches
Geldof.
So why was Chester French the
name on everybody's lips?
"Love the Future" was released
Tuesday and suddenly things made
a bit more sense. You don't have to
have a television show or be the
child of someone famous to sell
records. You have to be talented.
I know this is a difficult, absurd
concept to grasp, but just put your
"Hannah Montana" soundtrack
down for a few minutes and hear
me out. I promise it will be worth it.
"Love the Future" begins with a
sultry. classic rock introduction.
before fading into the abyss and reopening into a catchy, independent
spirited anthem titled "C'mon (On
My Own)."
It seems generic at best, but even
shining cliches such as "You should
never try to walk until you learn to
crawl" will not keep you from loving the song. It is the production,
the subtle mix of instruments outside of the generic four-piece poprock combo, that makes it stand out.

Photo cuur1~y of iTunes

Chester French uses their studio knowledge to produce asolid mix of styles.
That is the most fascinating
aspt!ct of Chester French when it
comes down to it. They take a little
from every style, from gritty rock to
sugary pop, from synth to hip-hop.
The Harvard grad!! fit in anywhere,
and while they attract the brains
first, they could hang out with the
jocks and princesses any day of the
week.
After all, many of the tracks arf.!
devoted to the superficial girl. "The
Jimmy Choos" is one such example.
A 1970s surf-rock era track kicks
into modern times with references

Stilettos =·

1:44, the track provides the short
length Attention-Deficit Disorder
sufferers can appreciate.
It also creates the perfect transition into the next track, "Fingers."
The piano-heavy. track is a beautiful, heart-warming ode, complete
with a symphony of instruments
backing the simple lyrics.
The middle of an album can
sometimes seem like a blur, with
standout tracks living in a strong
beginning ;lnd solid fmish. "Fingers," however, breathes life into
the midsection, giving the 14-track
album a true heart.
"Beneath the Veil," the johnny
Cash-worthy track, is moving and
surprising. The vocals arc deep,
sullen and nothing like the rest of
the album. It does not fit in, but
when you arc clapping along with
the track, you don't noticl~ or care.
Of course the band's current single "She Loves Everybody"
deserves mention, thanks to the
haunting echo vocals, fierce guitar
riffs and catchy lyrics.
"Well she craves affection I so I
use protection I and I know she
loves me I she loves everybody,"
they sing in the chorus. Despite the
simple concept, the song has a way
of sticking with you for weeks after
you hear it.
And once it is stuck, you fmd
yourself unable to forget the name
Chester French.
Charlotte Kyle can be reached at
charlotte.kyle@murraystate.edu.

Features Editor Charlotte Kyle
writes the music reviews.

to prostitutes and drug money.
The ~ong essentially suggests if
you're going to be a whore. be a
first-rate whore.
"Bcbc Buell," a reference to the
former Playmate who dated her fair
share of rock stars, is an ode to the
hot girl. It's about real love.
''This ain't groupie love 'cause it
means so much to me," they croon
in the head-bopping track.
"Time to Unwind" could fit in a
multitude of categories, with
Motown melodies and boyband
harmonies. At a running length of

Finding the ·courage
to say farewell
My room . is
packed, my final .
papers arc almost.
typed and my grad-.
uation gown - is.
hanging in the front .
of my closet. Now.
all I have to do is
cope with my name
not appearing as
Whitney
Feawrcs Editor · on
6B. Kidding! IE
Harrod
coping just fine. ·. ·
This is it - my final goodbye as both
staff writer and section editor for the.
Murray State News. I had the chance to
say my goodbycs last week as it was my
last week as the official Features Editor••
but I couldn't resist writing one more.
Thanks for your patience.
I will miss staying in the newsroom
past my bedtime. Well. on second
thought, maybe not. I will miss the
newsroom gossip, printer jams, and the
constant screaming of "Orville." I :\till
miss news convention escapades : !qi(t :
most of all, the 2008-2009 Murray ~t~itt :
News staff who have taught m~: ~ :
much.
•• •••·
This past year has polished me ~fr{tb_
the journalist I never thought I had
potential of becoming. Come next T~j-:_
day night, I will feel both relieved anasaddened about no longer writing ,..a
weekly column. This semester I decided ,
1
to retire the ''Hirds and the Bees'' th~ine :
and opt for something a little bit dit}'er: :
cnt - a style column. Running an entire
• section is not easy, but worth the c:'Pe-.
ricnce.
•• :-. ,
I will never forget becoming the cen~ !
ter of (not so positive) attention' la~t
semester when a particular column· was
published. This instant fame created
enemies, a Facebook note in honor ~f
my article and hopefully more pc(u)te
interested in reading the paper.
-.; •
Someone once told me a true journal·
ist isn't afraid of tackling the hard stuff.
Well, the hard stuff is fun, but causes
many scatterbrained spells of gidd~ess.
and butterflies. When interviewing iridi~
viduals who star struck me, 1 forcel
myself to man up (woman up?) and l]:e~\
them respectfully.
:::::
Let's see, there was Mark Wahlberg·
(granted, only a conference intcrvi~\V),
my adored Silas House, the gifted and
talented children's author Avi and my
most recent giddy interview - autlior:
Harlan Cohen. Hopefully, they all fell:
my enthusiasm as much as I did.
::
Luckily. my section has a new leader:
who will love, water and nourish the;
(not so fluff1) content that goes into it :
each week. Like mine, her life will never
be the same. She will deal with the chal·
lenge of laying out and designing pages
into the wee hours of the morning when·
she would rather be tucked uway in her'
bed, but she will look back this time next .
year and know one thing: She had tb6·
time of her life.
'"

•
· Ml

me.

-

- -

One note: Only if you're bored
Two notes: Borrow it from a friend
Three notes: Buy it on iTunes
Four notes: A future classic.

What's playing
onmyiPod?

myTunes:

Sty!!d

Every other week, Murray State
students will share what tunes
they keep at the top of their
playlists.
Sarah Lee Ulakey. freshman from Granite City. Ill., said she listens to music every
moment of the day unless in class.
Ulakcy said she listens to mostly country, lndie techno and pop rock. She said she
used to hate country music until recently.
"My cousin got me into everything rock,"
Ulakey said. "She used to be in a band and
I grew up on the music .she listened to."
She said she prefers to listen to upbeat
and motivating tunes when she exercises.
"My top two favorite artists are Avenged
Sevenfold and Toby Keith," Ulakey said.
"My sister drove me to a lot of Toby's concerts and I listened to Avenged Sevenfold
before they hit it big."

.

-

Nate Hrelsford!Tfw Nt'WS

Whitney Harrod can be reached at~
whitney.harrod@murraystate.edu.
::

Ulakey said she loves listening to Avenged Sevenfold.

MURRAY

CI ~ASSIFIEl)S

FOR SALE: '95 Mazda
Protege LX. AutomatIc, air, heat, power
locks and windows,
CD player, needs
some work, $1,000 or
best offer. Call 502553-5940 if Interested.
FOR SALE: Gently
used leather full-size
couch, $115 or best
offer. Call 502-5002097 If Interested.
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!Students
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embrace
Chuck'
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I
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t lasStc sneakers find place in modern wardrobes
Misty B ays

Editor
.Photography
...
:: Paired with Basketball's
..'evoiution
. . in the early 20th
.
century came an Amertcan
.~

ic® in the form of footwear.
cfaftcd in 1908, Converse's
AU Stars represent a shoe that
has been transformed into a
part of popular· culture. Paying • homage to basketball
player and innovator Chuck
Taylor. Converse added his
name to the logo in 1923.
• ;rhey are more than just
shoes, a fashion statement or·
a piece of nostalgia. ''Chucks"
transformed the sport ot basketball and witnessed the
birth of rock and roll. They
are also the world's first per-

•
-

formance basketball shoes.
From punk rockers to models,
these shoes have represented
almost every lifestyle in the
country.
According to Sneaker Head
blog, the Converse All Star
was originally produced only
in black, but after World War
ll, the company came under
pressure from basketball
teams to add additional colors. Converse yielded and a
number of new colors were
released in addition to the traditional black and white colors.
Hollywood gave the shoes a
l:ioost when actors and other
celebrities wore them. Sneakers, especially Converse.
became
the
preferred

footwear
of kids
and
teenagers and a symbol of
youthful rebellion in the
1950s. Film legend, James
Dean officially sanctioned
this f:tshion when he was pho·
tographcd wcnring jeans anc.l
white Converse :mcakcrs.
Some Murray State University students also enjoy , the
sneakers.
Brittney Meredith, senior
from Eddyville, Ky.. said she
bought her first pair on a sale
rack the summer before starting college. She now owns
four pairs in various colors
and patterns.
u•ntey come in pretty much
any color you can imagine, so
there's a pair for everyone
and every outfit," Meredith

OFF

said. "They're just so versatile."
Chucks can also be seen in
popular films . In the film, "[,
Robot" Will Smith plays a
detective investigating the
murder of a scientist. Smith's
character, Spooner, opens a
fresh pair of black, high-top
leather Converse which in the
futuristic setting of the movie
arc obviously a rare collector's item.
All Stars are also an important part of the music industry. Several musicians including Rihanna, Josh Groban,
members of. Green Day and
l'earl Jam, have sported them.
It is rumored Nirvana front
man Kurt Cobain was wearing a pair Converse One Star

shoes when he committed
suicide .
Bryce Pope, senior from
Trimble, Tenn., said he first
started wearing them for their
vintage appeal. Pope said he
is not a fan of today's athletic
shoes.
"They have too many weird
colors and designs and I don't
like the thick springy looking
beals on them either," Pope
said.
He started off with a black
pair and soon after bought a
red pair. He said the more he
wore them, the more he liked
the way they looked.
These classic shoes are aiso
• available in a variety of new
materials, colors, prints and
special features. Chucks also

continue to make numerous
appearances on celebrity feet,
with rock stars, athletes and
mu..'\iciaos rocking the sneakers.
Owning a pair of Chucks
can be compared to owning
an important piece of pop cul·
ture history. In a time when
things change so quickly in
the shoe industry. you can
always count on Converses lo
be exactly like you remember
them from last year, the last
decade or from your childhood.
· After all, they arc the bestselling sneakers in the history
ot sneakers according to all·
business.com.
Misty Hays can be reached at
misty.hays@murraystatc.edu.

•
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